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Servicing the GE AB/AC chassis 

Build this temperature probe for your DM M 
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a line of antennas as strong as its name 
in time for your peak selling season 

eriarm 

Transmission Line Aluminum Con - 

Termination struction of all 
bleeds off static key metal parts 
charges thru works to elimi- 
antenna system nate rusting- 
ground. Terminal provides long life. 
stub improves Golden -Color 
front to back ratio 

Alodine Finish is 
on lower channels. conductive-helps 

improve electrical 
performance! 

Wide -Spaced, 
Heavy -Duty Feed 

Lines help prevent 
shorting from 
heavy build-ups 
of snow or ice. 

Dual Isolator 
Bars insure no 
loss of UHF to 
VHF signal trans- 
fer. (Combination 
models only.) 

Strait Relief 
Insulator accom- 
modates either 
300 -OHM twin - 
lead. Foam lead or 
Coax downlead. 

High -Impact 
Plastic Insulators 
doutle-lock each 
elen-ent to the 
boon for extra 
bracing and 
durability. 

FM Block reduces 
FM gain up to 
12dB. Remove to 
receive full FM 
gain. 

U -Bolt Mounting 
provides a larger 
clamping area; 
larger locking nut 
with teeth an 
integral part 
assures a more 
rugged U -BOLT 
arrangement. 

Corner Reflector 
Bracket enlarged 
and re -located 
in most models. 

Optional Break- 
away UHF Wing 

Directors provide 
maximum gain 
of standard UHF 
channels with 
optional coverage 
of Hi UHF channels 
and translator 
frequencies when 
broken off. 
(Combination 
models only.) 

Zenith Dipole on 

UHF.(Combination 
models only.) 

Electrically 
Matched Termi- 
nals With Stainless 
Steel Screws 
eliminate ntìst- 
match... protect 
against rusting, 
and provide 
positive electrical 
contact with 
improvad no -strip 
stainless steel 
serrated washers 
for the take off 
terminals. 

Zenith has quality easy -to -install antenna kits UHF only. 
VHF VAGI and Stereo FM antennas as well as a complete line of 

reception aid equipment. See your Zenith distributor for news of his 
exciting money -making programs and Catalog No. 902-2019! 

II 

VHF/UHF/FM Model 973-217 
illustrated. Chromatenna II 

comes in seven combination 
VHF/UHF/FM...six VHF/FM models. 

VHF Colleen 
Directors provide 
extra signal 
boost on both 
low and high 
band VHF. 

Proximity Spaced 
Signal Balancer 
(Z elements) 
provides automat- 
ic taper control 
of periodic driver, 
improves imped- 
ance matching 
and signal level- 
ing on both Lo 
and High band 
channels. Im- 
proves Channel 7 

pattern. 

Loading Straps- 
metal plates close 
to first VHF 
element insulators 
provide compen- 
sation for Lo and 
High band by 
tuning the first 
driven element 
with extra capacity. 

Sleeved Elements 
of heavy-duty 
construction 
afford extra 
bracing and 
protection. 

Rugged 1" Square 
Boom provides 
extra strength 
compared to 
many round -type 
booms. 

Hi -Bracket with 
angled ends for 
added strength. 

The quality goes in before the name goes on* 
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THE ONLY? 
ELECTRONICS PARTS 
COMPANY YOU'LL 
EVER NEED That's not just an idle 

boast. Our new Catalog 
has more than 4.500 quality parts and components 
-over 500 new items! And. it includes the 
largest selection of Japanese semiconductors 
in the country! 

But MCM is more 
than a catalog. We're 

dedicated people. working hard 
to serve you promptiy aid efficiently. 

wiilh incredible ow prices! 
Call today foryoLr FREE copy of our new 120 page 
C.atallog and fain over twenty thousand satisfied 
customers who d=mand MCM quality. 
Call TOLL FREE FOR YOUR CATALOG #8. 
1.800.543.4330 (in Ohio 1-800-762.4315) 

R GHT PARTS. RIGHT PRICE, SHIPPED RIGHT AWAY! 

I'vr1 :M Electronics 
ELECTRONICS 858, E Congress Park Drive 

Centerville. OH 45459 

Circle (4) on Reply Card 
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The how-to magazine of electronics... 

GIGOTROAIO 

May 1984 

Volume 4, No. 5 

Looking at a waveform is 
like looking at the EKG or 
EEG of an electronic device: 
It will tell you a lot about the 
circuit's health, but you have 
to know how to interpret the 
information. See 
"Waveforms" on page 50. 
(Photo courtesy of Hewlett- 
Packard) 

6 Test your electronic knowledge 
By Sam Wilson, CET 
This month's questions are similar to those that are most 
often answered incorrectly on the associate -level CET test. 

10 Inside a microcomputer, Part 2 
By Bernard Daien 
This article discusses how information is entered and how 
the MPU interfaces with various input/output devices. 

20 Tips for servicing GE's AB/AC chassis 
By Homer L. Davidson 
These service hints and repair symptoms may help you to 
repair the small GE TV chassis. 

28 Build this simple DMM temperature probe 
By Michael A. Covington 
With just a few basic materials, you can make this 
temperature probe for your digital multimeter. 

40 Know your oscilloscope 
By Robert G. Middleton 
This discussion of oscilloscope basics, CRTs, input 
impedance and sensitivity may help you use your 
oscilloscope more effectively. 

50 Interpreting waveforms, Part 2 

By Carl Babcoke, CET 
A solid understanding of how waveforms are affected by 
various circuit components can be valuable in 
troubleshooting electronic equipment. 
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Page 20 

Page 40 

5TC 

CAPACITOR -CHARGING 
DC VOLTAGE (5TC) 

SQUARE WAVES 
FROM 

GENERATOR 

5TC 

CAPACITOR- 
DISCHARGING 

-4' DC VOLTAGE (5TC) 

CAPACITOR -CHARGING zir 
CURRENT . CAPACITOR - 

DISCHARGING 
CURRENT 

Departments 
4 Editorial 

8 News 

37 Photofact 

38 Troubleshooting Tips 

58 Books 

60 Readers' Exchange 

61 Products 

Next month... 

Servicing the Intellivision video game. This how-to article 
tells you what can go wrong with the Intellivision video game 
and how to fix it. It also serves as an introduction to 
microcomputer servicing. 

Page 50 

May 1984 Electronic Servicing & Technology 3 
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Editorial 

Diagnosing a sick circuit 
When you go to see the doctor for a checkup, or 

for a diagnosis if you're not feeling well, the first 
thing they do to you is put you on a scale to check 
your weight, slip a thermometer under your 
tongue to record your temperature, count your 
pulse and slap a cuff on your arm to see what your 
blood pressure is up to. Before the doctor even 
sees you he has the results of four tests. He'll 
probably probe and poke, and if he doesn't like 
what he sees he may order some more tests: an 
electrocardiogram perhaps, maybe a blood 
analysis. The results of all these laboratory tests, 
properly interpreted, can help the physician 
determine if something's wrong, if so what, and 
what corrective action is necessary. 

When you bring your car into the garage for any 
kind of major service work, the mechanic will 
probably hook up the engine analyzer for a check 
of all the electrical functions. Next would probably 
come cylinder pressure readings, intake manifold 
vacuum, and maybe even such things as a cooling 
system pressure check, belt tension and possibly a 
host of other tests and readings. 

No matter what the equipment, the human body, 
your car or a piece of electronic equipment, the only 
way to determine if it's operating properly, and if 
it's not to determine corrective measures, is to 
apply the appropriate test equipment in the 
required manner and properly interpret the results 
of those tests. 

Test equipment has become more sophisticated. 
For medical diagnosis, for example, today's 

arsenal of test equipment includes X-ray, CAT 
scan equipment and thermography and ultrasound, 
to name just a few. 

In electronics, new and more sophisticated test 
equipment is constantly being developed. 
Oscilloscopes are offered with broader bandwidths 
and greater ease of use. Logic testers and 
analyzers check out digital circuitry. Hand-held 
DMMs come with measurement capability that 
was previously only available in benchtop models. 
The capabilities of modern electronic test 
instruments have kept pace with the increasing 
sophistication of electronics products and provide 
adequate information for diagnosis and repair. 

One thing that hasn't changed, though, is the 
need for proper interpretation of the data derived 
from test instruments. Without that, the 
instrument is nearly useless. The article "Know 
Your Oscilloscope" in this issue gives a broad 
brush picture of the internal workings of that 
venerable instrument. That, along with another 
article in this issue, 'Waveforms-Part II" should 
enhance a readers' application and interpretation 
of oscilloscopes. 

If that's not enough to solve your diagnostic 
problems, we tell you in `Build this DMM 
temperature probe" how to construct a 
thermometer to take your circuit's temperature. 
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The Digital 
vs. Analog 

battle is over. 

85 
* 

buys you the new champion. 

The new Fluke 70 Series. 
They combine digital and analog displays for 

an unbeatable two -punch combination. 

Now, digital users get the extra resolution of a 

3200 -count LCD display. 

While analog users get an analog bar graph for 

quick visual checks of continuity, peaking, nulling 

and trends. 

Plus unparalleled operating ease, instant 

autoranging, 2,000+ hour battery life and a 

3 -year warranty. 

All in one meter. 

Choose from three new models. The Fluke 

73, the ultimate in simplicity. The feature -packed 

Fluke 75. Or the deluxe Fluke 77, with its own 

multipurpose protective holster and unique 

"Touch Hold" function (patent pending) that cap- 

tures and holds readings, then beeps to alert you. 

Each is Fluke -tough to take a beating. 

American -made, to boot. And priced to be, quite 

simply, a knockout. 

For your nearest distributor or a free brochure, 

call toll -free anytime 1-800-227-3800, 
Ext. 229. From outside U.S., ca111-402-496-1350, Ext. 229. 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS. 

Fluke 73 Fluke 75 Fluke 77 
$85' $99' $129 
Analog/digital display Analog/digital display Analog/digital display 

Volts, ohms, 10A, diode Volts, ohms, 10A, mA, Volts, ohms, 10A, mA, 

test diode test diode test 

Autorange Audible continuity Audible continuity 

0.7% basic dc accuracy Autorange/range hold "Touch Hold" function 

2000+ hour battery life 0.5% basic dc accuracy Autorange/range hold 

3 -year warranty 2000+ hour battery life 0.3% basic dc accuracy 

3 -year warranty 2000+ hour battery life 

3 -year warranty 

Multipurpose holster 

Suggested U.S. list price, effective October 1,1983. 

11963 John Fluke Mtg. Co., Inc. All rights reserved 

FLUKE 
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Test 
your electronic 

knowledge 
By Sam W son 

Here are some examples of ques- 
tions often missed on the associ- 
ate -level CET test. You will not 
get these same questions, but the 
subject matter is the same. 
(Answers on page 59.) 

1. A technician is troubleshooting 
the L -F stage in a receiver, and 
has reason to suspect that the sec- 
ond L -F amplifier (Q406 of Figure 
1) is defective. He connects a 
probe from base to collector in 
order to bypass the signal around 
the amplifier. Which of the follow- 
ing statements is correct? 

A. The receiver should work for 
local stations with strong 
signals. 

B. Now he knows Q406 is defec- 
tive. He just destroyed it. 

C. Resistor R will be destroyed 
by this test. 

j ----f 06 

Figure 1 

SCOPE 

H 

Figure 2A 

Figure 2B 

2. The amplifier in Figure 2A is 
being tested for distortion at 
2.5kHz. The pattern is displayed in 
Figure 2B. The indication is 

A. Normal 
B. Noise 
C. Clipping, or amplitude dis- 

tortion 
D. Phase -shift distortion 
E. None of the above. 

3. The trimmer of Figure 3 is ad- 
justed by a screw that moves the 
plates closer or farther apart. It is 
in parallel with a tuning capacitor 
for a radio. When the dial of the 
radio points to 1000kHz, the tuned 
circuit is actually resonant to 
998kHz. To make the dial reading 
accurate, 

A. Move the plates of the trim- 
mer closer together. 

B. Move the plates of the trim- 
mer farther apart. 

,1111111,,, 

4. Inductive 
sured in 

A. Farads 
B. Drafts 
C. Henries 
D. Ohms 
E. Degrees. 

; 

reactance is mea - 
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Weller and Xcelite. 
Programmed for 

advanced servie . 

O 

/WU 

I3t1 
. le, 

l () 'l( .r 

Xcelite TC100 Attaché Tool Case 

The ultimate. Contains 53 individual tools plus 31 
interchangeable screwdriver/nutdriver blades and handles. 
Every one a top quality tool. Don't leave base without it. 

Weller/Xcelite 
250K 
Mini Electronic 
Tool Kit 
The best of 
the basics in 
a convenient 
storage case. 

Weller G EC120 
Electronically Controlled Soldering Gun 
Sophisticated high quality tool combines 
the features of a temperature / 
electronically controlled / \` 
station with a light- 
weight easy to 
handle 
soldering 
gun. 

Weller DS 600 
Portable 
Desoldering Station 
Contains its own 
vacuum source and 
only requires a 
120 volt supply for 
complete desoldering 
capability. Grounded tip 
prevents damage 
to sensitive components 

Whatever type of computer or electronic equipment 
you are dealing with, you can be sure to rely on the specialized 

tools from Weller and Xcelite. A constant program 
of research and development ensures the most advanced tools 

capable of servicing the most sophisticated equipment. 
Here is a brief specification but 

check with your Electronics Distributor for the full data 
Circle (5) on Reply Card 

Coo I erTools) 
The difference between work and workmanship. 

BOKER®CRESCENT®LUFKIN®NICHOLSON®PWMB®WELLER®WISS®XCELITE. 
The Cooper Group PO Box 728 Apex NC, 27502 USA Tel (919) 362-7510 Telex 579497 
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5. To make the circuit in Figure 4 
tune more broadly, adjust the vari- 
able resistor by moving the arm 
toward 

A. point x 
B. point y. 

S. Which of the following gives 
the relationship between band- 
width and the output rise time of a 
step function that is delivered to 
the amplifier input? 

A. A longer rise time is an indi- 
cation of a narrower band- 
width. 

B. A shorter rise time is an indi- 
cation of a wider bandwidth. 

7. The maximum amount of power 
that can be delivered to a compo- 
nent that is connected between x 
and y in Figure 5 is 

A. 6W 
B. 9W 
C. 18W 
D. 36W 
E. The answer cannot be deter- 

mined from the information 
given. 

Ri 
1S? 

T 6V 

Ficure 5 
Y 

8. When you add 10012 to 1102 you 
get 

A. 118 
B. 100002 
C. 108 
D. 1510 
E. None of the above. 

9. Which of the following operates 
as an analog memory? 

A. Sample and hold 
B. Integrator 
C. Differential amplifier 
D. Programmable counter 
E. Slope detector. 

10. Which of the following nor- 
mally is not associated with oper- 
ational amplifiers? 

A. Virtual ground 
B. Common mode rejection 
C. Exponential roiloff 
D. High over -loop gain 
E. Slewing rate 

(or, slew rate). cow 

Legislation affirms 
legality of satellite TV 

Legislation has been introduced 
in the Senate and House of Repre- 
sentatives that affirms that it is 
legal for private individuals to re- 
ceive TV programming from orbit- 
ing satellites. 

The bill would amend the Com- 
munications Act of 1934, Section 
605, which provides for the pros- 
ecution of anyone intercepting 
and divulging certain types of wire 
communications. Opponents of the 
satellite TV industry - including 
certain pay TV services and cable 
companies-have sought to have 
this section applied to the recep- 
tion and viewing of satellite TV 
programming, and to have the 
manufacture, sale and use of 
equipment for this purpose 
banned. 

"Our opponents have sought to 
advise the lawmakers of 1934 with 
space-age foresight," said Peter 
Dalton, president of the Society 
for Private and Commercial Earth 
Stations. SPACE has fought 
against the sweeping interpreta- 
tion of the 1934 law because the 
technology for satellite TV recep- 
tion did not exist at that time and 
was not even contemplated. "Un- 
fortunately, no such crystal ball 
existed 50 years ago and there is 
no rational basis for applying this 
old law to the modern-day miracle 
of satellite receiving technology." 

Dalton declared the introduction 
of the bill a victory for the 
American consumer. Approxi- 
mately 600,000 installations of 
satellite receiving systems are ex- 
pected to be made in 1984, with a 
retail value of $1.4 billion. 

Troubleshooting seminar offered 
Understanding and Trouble- 

shooting Microprocessors is the ti- 
tle of a four -day seminar designed 
for individuals responsible for 
troubleshooting microprocessor - 
based products. Those attending 
the seminar will learn alternative 
methods for troubleshooting 
microprocessors, and will analyze 

the cost and benefits of each so 
they are able to make better deci- 
sions concerning the best solu- 
tions. The business aspects and the 
technical aspects of troubleshoot- 
ing are examined. 

The seminar offers hands-on ex- 
perience with selected examples of 
solutions to the troubleshooting 
problem. These include some ac- 
tual failures in addition to a wide 
range of other experiments. The 
instructor for the seminar is Dick 
Gasperini, author of two books on 
troubleshooting digital products. 

The seminar will be held May 
15-18 in Boston, June 4-7 in San 
Diego, June 25-28 in Chicago, July 
10-13 in Minneapolis, and Sept. 
17-20 in Dallas. For other dates 
and locations or other additional 
information, contact Movonics 
Company, Box 1223, 4966 El 
Camino Real, Los Altos, CA 
94022; 415-960-1250. 

Telecommunications servicing 
added to NPEC agenda 

A session on servicing tele- 
phones and telecommunications 
equipment has been set for the 
afternoon of Wednesday, Aug. 8, 
at the National Professional Elec- 
tronics Convention in St. Louis. 
Gus Rose, director of engineering 
at B&K Precision/Dynascan, will 
conduct the session on the servic- 
ing of electronic phones, cordless 
phones and answering machines. 
Problems with each of those de- 
vices will be discussed, as well as 
the symptoms and repair tech- 
niques involved. 

For more information contact 
NPEC, 2708 W. Berry St., Fort 
Worth, TX 76109: 817-921-9061. 

Seminars planned 
for ETA convention 

The Professional Electronics 
Technicians Association will hold 
its 1984 convention on May 24-27 
in Clearwater, FL. Seminars 
planned for the convention are 
aimed at working technicians, ser- 
vice business owners, electronics 
teachers and electronics technolo- 
gy students. The convention will 
include workshops on "Managing 
the service business," "Computer 
servicing procedures," "Test equip- 
ment of the '80s" and "Advancing 
your career as a technician." 

For more information contact 
the ETA, R.R. 3, Box 564, Green- 
castle, IN 46135; 317-653-8458. 
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QUALITY 
RUNS IN 
THE 
FAMILY< 
The quality of the picture on your 
television set hinges on the sensitivity 
and accuracy of the antenna. 
Whether it's broadcast television or 
satellite TV, the Winegard axiom still 
applies, "Your TV reception is only as 
good as the receiving antenna." 

No matter if you have the most 
sophisticated TV set on the market or 
latest state-of-the-art satellite video 
receiver, you can still have bad 
pictures. The most important 
component in an outdoor TV antenna 
or satellite N system is the antenna ... the 
critical pont at which the signal is received. 

Winegard has been an industry leader in the innovation, 
engineering and manufacturing of outdoor N antennas 
for 30 years. We recognize the importance of a quality 
receiving antenna to maximize reception performance. 
We have taken our expertise and applied it to satellite 
dish technology. The end result is the most advanced 
consumer satellite N dish ever introduced! 

A CLEARLY SUPERIOR SEE-THROUGH DISH 

Winegard's new 10 -foot perforated aluminum dish has 
a sharp, clean look of quality. It's a new level of dish 
technology offering advantages other see-through 
dishes can't deliver ...like 39.5dB gain, F/D "Deep Dish" 
ratio of 0.283, lightweight but rugged construction, 
super -easy assembly, anodized protection, high 
performance and a look of class that your customers 
will appreciate. 

EXCLUSIVE WEATHERPROOF 
DOWNLEAD AND 

PREAMPLIFIER HOUSING 

Model SC -1018* 

Winegard's dish is shipped in four quarters and requires 
just 16 stainless steel nuts and bolts and 20 to 30 
minutes for assembly. Four complete 10 -foot perforated 
satellite systems that include antenna, pedestal or post 
mount, back-up structure, Polarotor I, 24 -channel 
receiver, LNA, wire and choice of motorized or non - 
motorized are available. 

CHROMSTAR II"` - ALL THE BEST FEATURES 

Best performance! Highest quality! Finest construction! 
Competitively priced! Antennas engineered in the 
Winegard tradition of quality and craftsmanship. 
Chromstar Il antennas feature sharp directivity and 
high gain. They're rugged. High tensile aluminum alloy 
tubing provides rigidity and stability, and each 
antenna boasts famous Winegard anodizing. Super- 
tough construction throughout. 

Winegard also features a complete Chromstar II line of 
preamplifiers for every conceivable application with 
solid-state design, superior performance, and 
completely weatherproof protection. 
Compare Winegard Chromstar II antennas and 
preamplifiers with competitive models. You'll see, 
Chromstar II antennas and preamplifiers set the 
standard. 

FOR SALES INFO CALL (319) 753-0121 

0 
Patent Pending 

WINEGARD® 
® TELEVISION SYSTEMS 

PRINTED IN U.S.A. WINEGARD COMPANY 3000 KIRKWOOD STREET BURLINGTON, IOWA 52601 
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microcomputer 
Part II 

When your personal computer fails, what's the problem? 
A knowledge of what's happening inside the black box will give 

you some insights that can enhance orderly troubleshooting. 

The first part of this article dis- 
cussed the architecture of a micro- 
computer, why the various sec- 
tions are needed, and how they in- 
terrelate. This part of the article 
discusses how information is en- 
tered, programming, coupling to 
teletypewriters and telephone 
lines, and so forth and how infor- 
mation is output to readouts and 
other devices. Remember, the mi- 
crocomputer is useless without in- 
puts and outputs, therefore provi- 
sions for them are really an inte- 
gral part of any microcomputer - 
based system. 

Memories are also an essential 
part of microcomputer -based sys- 
tems. Accordingly, this article 
covers the relationship of the mi- 
croprocessor (MPU) and the mem- 
ory and touches on memory 
organization. 

Communicating 
with the computer 

Because the microcomputer per- 
forms all of its internal operations 
in binary form, instructions must 
be in binary form. Unfortunately, 

By Bernard Daien 

English consists of a 26 -letter 
alphabet, and our decimal system 
of numbers is not in binary either. 
Talking to the computer system 
requires the use of only ones and 
zeros (binary) because that is the 
computer's language (known as 
"machine code"). Writing informa- 
tion in machine code is tedious and 
error prone. As an example, using 
the typical 8 -bit words employed 
by many microcomputer -based 
systems, you would input some- 
thing like this: 00101011, 
10110100. This is not easy to 
remember. 

Several schemes have been de- 
veloped to make things easier; 
some simply use what is known as 
assembly language. This is not a 
true language, but simply a series 
of mnemonics (memory joggers), 
usually in the form of abbrevia- 
tions. For example, the words no 
operation become NOP. Although 
this helps, it is not time or cost ef- 
fective, because in assembly lan- 
guage, each of the steps in a calcu- 
lation must be stated one at a time. 

How does the computer know 

assembly language if it runs in 
binary? The answer is that a pro- 
gram called an assembler is placed 
in the computer's memory banks 
and used like a look -up table or dic- 
tionary. The computer examines 
each mnemonic entered in the pro- 
gramming, and translates it into 
machine code. Remember, you can 
make the computer do many dif- 
ferent tasks by merely entering a 
suitable program. Assembly lan- 
guage is considered a lower level 
language, because it causes one 
operation to be made for each pro- 
gram instruction entered. There 
are more powerful higher level lan- 
guages that can cause an entire 
series of operations to be per- 
formed with only one, or a few, in- 
structions. For example, you can 
enter a problem, order it solved, 
and, with a higher level language, 
the computer will perform all of 
the many steps required to solve 
the problem and state the answer. 

Higher level languages such as 
BASIC, COBOL or FORTRAN, 
can do more with less effort, but to 
use them you must enter a longer 
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program called an interpreter, or a 
compiler into the computer's ran- 
dom-access memory (RAM). Some- 
times these are entered per- 
manently in the form of a read- 
only memory (ROM). Many per- 
sonal computers have BASIC in- 
cluded in ROM at the time of 
manufacture. In any event, as- 
semblers, interpreters, and com- 
pilers are programs held in 

memory to enable the computer to 
understand human language and 
math. They are translation tables 
of one sort or another, usually in 
external memory. As a result, 
large amounts of memory are used 
up by these programs. The 
memory so used is unavailable for 
problem solving. If the computer 
has only a limited amount of 
memory, this may result in a major 

handicap. It is desirable that the 
computer have a capability of at 
least 32K of memory addressing if 
even a modest amount of program- 
ming is to be done, along with a 
BASIC language interpreter. This 
is one reason why some of the 
smallest and least expensive com- 
puters now on the market should 
be considered as little more than 
toys. 

The microcomputer revolution, 
which started only a few years 
ago, has already progressed to a 
state of maturity that few could 
possibly have foreseen. From 
those early days when a micro- 
computer (no one called them 
personal computers yet) was a 
PC board stuffed with ICs, with a 
hexadecimal keypad input, an 
LED readout and "roll your own" 
software, the technology has pro- 
gressed to the point where per- 
sonal computers of today rival 
the sophistication and ease of 
use of their larger counterparts. 

There are real computers 
available today for a few thou- 
sand dollars. The accompanying 
article is the second of two de- 
signed to give a general idea of 
the design of these units to help 
make their servicing less of a 
mystery. This section describes a 
recently introduced real -world 

computer that offers advanced 
features at reasonable cost. 

The Z-100 PC series by Zenith 
Data Systems is compatible with 
the IBM PC and is available in 
two basic configurations-the 
Z-150 series desktop and Z-160 
series portable models. Standard 
features of the Zenith PC series 
include: 

128K bytes of RAM, expanda- 
ble on the existing board to 
320K, and with one expansion 
board, expandable to 640K. 
The built-in board will also 
accept 256K chips. 
Monitor outputs for RGB color 
and composite "grayscale" 
monochrome video. 
Built-in menu -driven diagnostic 
software. 
Three scrolling modes: basic, 
smooth and jump. 
High-speed text and graphics 
display. 

"Zenith has also included 
special features to make trouble- 
shooting easier," according to 
Randall E. Griffin, vice president 
for product management and 
planning. "For example, Zenith's 
basic power -up diagnostics ex- 
ecute in less than five seconds, 
compared to as long as 60 
seconds on many other systems. 
If a problem is identified, the user 
can invoke a comprehensive 
menu -driven set of diagnostics to 
perform more rigorous testing of 
the system." 

The ROM also includes a 
powerful monitor/debugger, with 
which users can "single step" 
through programs to modify them 
or troubleshoot. 

"We're going to provide disc - 
based test systems, which are in- 
tended to be used by kit builders, 
technicians and original equip- 
ment manufacturers," Griffin 
said. "These provide more exten- 
sive testing than the ROM -based 
diagnostics." 

The Z-100 PCs are designed for 
easy servicing. "All of the basic 
operating systems-the boards, 
power supply and disc drives- 
are interchangeable on all five 
models, and all aré readily ac- 
cessible through the top of the 
cabinet." To aid service techni- 
cians, the Z-100 PC has six LED 
indicators to monitor power on 
the bus. 

The five models in the Z-100 PC 
line are essentially the same in- 
ternally except for the type and 
number of drives, Griffin said. 
The desktop units are available in 
three configurations: single or 
dual 51/4 -inch soft -sector floppy 
disc drive, and a dual -drive 
system in which one of the drives 
is a Winchester 10.6Mb hard disc 
drive. 
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This problem cannot be solved 
by merely adding memory because 
the MPU must have the ability to 
address the amount of memory 
added. Remember, a 16 -bit ad- 
dressing capability will handle a 
64K memory, but if the MPU does 
not have a 16 -bit address bus, you 
simply cannot add that much mem- 
ory. Some of the lowest priced 
MPU-based computers only have 
limited add-on memory handling 
ability and will never be able to do 
some of the tasks requiring more 
memory. It is advisable to purchase 
an MPU-based computer with the 
capability of handling 64K of solid- 
state memory, or alternately, one 
of the disc drives for magnetic disc 
memory. The disc is slower, but 
can handle a great deal of memory. 
Another popular way to go is to 
buy a system that can be inter- 
faced with one of the inexpensive 
magnetic tape cassette recorders 
and, although slower than disc, 
you'll have lots of memory ability, 
even with an assembler, inter- 
preter, or compiler held in 
memory. 

Of course, in order to use the 
higher language capability of the 
system in programming, you will 
have to learn the vocabulary of the 
language used. BASIC is the most 
common language used now with 
small computer systems and the 
easiest to learn. The computer has 
a limited vocabulary; it cannot 
understand all, or even most, of 
the common words in the English 
language. It does understand a 
relatively few, and you will be 
limited to those few. There are 
also some rules about the form in 
which you address the computer, 
but this is no more difficult than 
learning the form in which you 
write a business letter. Finally, the 
MPU can handle common math in 
BASIC, using math equations with 
some symbols changed a little or 
restricted. Again, these are easy 
rules to learn and pose no difficul- 
ty because the computer is doing 
most of the work of translation. 
Remember, software replaces 
hardware, and the computer can 
do many tasks if it is programmed 
to do them. 

Interfacing 
It was just mentioned that the 

computer can handle a magnetic 
disc drive, but only if there is a 
proper disc controller interface be- 
tween the computer and the disc 
drive mechanism. This is needed 
because there has to be some way 
to start and stop the drive motors, 
select the proper location on the 
magnetic disc itself (addressing), 
and either record or play back the 
information. This sort of situation 
occurs with other external devices 
and links to other digital systems. 
However, there is still another 
problem that must be overcome by 
means of the interfacing, or the in- 
put or output device used. 

The MPU system moves infor- 
mation around in 8 -bit parallel for- 
mat, or even 16 -bit parallel for- 
mat. This means that all the infor- 
mation is delivered simultaneous- 
ly, like a rubber stamp printing all 
the words on it at the same time. 
Many of the external devices are 
serial format, in which the infor- 
mation is delivered a little at a 
time, the way a typewriter prints 
information. Further, there is no 
probability that the two systems 
are even running at the same 
speed. The MPU is synchronous, 
slaved to the clock frequency, 
while a teletype runs at a much 
slower speed: the MPU running at 
a frequency in megahertz, and the 
teletype at only a few hertz. In 
some way serial must be converted 
to parallel for inputs, and parallel 
to serial for outputs. The dif- 
ferences in speed of operation 
must also be overcome in order to 
have a practical working system. 

Much of the usefulness of com- 
puters lies in their ability to com- 
municate with other digital devices 
via teletype or telephone. This 
eliminates the need for everything 
to be at the same location, which is 
important. 

Data transmission 
The Asynchronous Interface 

Adapter is one of the interface de- 
vices in common use (also known 
as the Asynchronous Communica- 
tions Interface Adapter, or ACIA). 
This is capable of converting serial 

to parallel/parallel to serial, all 
with the two systems running at 
different speeds. It does this by 
taking serial information one bit at 
a time and storing it in a register 
until 8 -bits are stored, then dump- 
ing them out in parallel form. The 
timing is controlled by the clock on 
the MPU, for outputting the infor- 
mation to the MPU, thus getting 
into "sync" with the MPU. If the 
input serial device is slower than 
the MPU, the information is simp- 
ly stored until 8 -bits are present 
and dumped at the proper part of 
the clock cycle. Going the other 
way, the register in the ACIA is 
loaded in parallel (all at once) and 
released in serial form into the out- 
put line. 

Another versatile and common 
device for interfacing is the Pe- 
ripheral Interface Adapter (PIA). 
The word peripheral means 
roughly the same as I/O. This de- 
vice connects to the 8 -bit data bus 
and uses the bus to input and out- 
put in the 8 -bit parallel format 
used by the MPU. The PIA also 
connects to two separate 8 -bit 
buses going to other I/O devices. 
Thus, the PIA can handle 16 -bits 
from the outside world and deliver 
them as two 8 -bit words, in se- 
quence, to the 8 -bit bidirectional 
data bus. Or, it can take two se- 
quential 8 -bit data words from the 
MPU and output them as a single 
16 -bit word to an outside 16 -bit 
bus, connecting to other devices. It 
can connect to two independent 
8 -bit external data buses or to any 
combination of the above. Of 
course, the PIA does this by means 
of internal registers like the 
ACIA. 

Both the PIA and the ACIA are 
under control of the MPU via the 
control bus. This enables the MPU 
to ascertain if the PIA or ACIA is 
busy or available and turn it on or 
off in the output or input mode by 
means of the control bus. 

Stated another way, because the 
computer has no control over the 
source of input information, in 
order to make a useful system, the 
computer must be able to interface 
with that source, whatever it is. 
The interface device accomplishes 
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this task, and although it is not, 
strictly speaking, part of the com- 
puter, it is an essential part of the 
computer -based system. 

Now look at some of these input 
and output devices, now that you 
can interface with them via the 
PIA, ACIA, or a number of other 
specialized interface devices that 
are available for most commonly 
encountered I/Os. 

A terminal is nothing but a key- 
board with the alphabet, numbers, 
punctuation marks and symbols. If 
the terminal is electromechanical 
with a printout capability using 
standard teletype format, it is 
called a teletypewriter. Most ter- 
minals are electronic and work in 
conjunction with some form of 
separate display, like a cathode ray 
tube, on the less expensive small 
systems. Terminals may therefore 
be strictly an input device, or an 
input and output device, depend- 
ing on their design. 

Telephone couplers can be used 
as input or output devices in con- 
junction with the telephone lines. 
Many of them are acoustic devices, 
which use a small speaker and a 
microphone to put information in- 
to the telephone handset. Both the 
terminal and the acoustic coupler 
are serial devices. 

Cathode ray displays, such as TV 
sets and monitors, pose another 
problem. Because of their sweep 
systems, the data to be displayed 
must be repeated for each frame 
scanned if the image is to appear 
stationary. This requires that the 
data from the MPU must be stored 
in some rather large memory and 
read out over and over, for every 
frame displayed, for as long as the 
image is to remain on the screen. 
This uses quite a bit of memory if a 
large amount of information is to 
be displayed, and requires a com- 
plex interface subsystem. 

Even the lowly LED or LCD dis- 
play requires that there be a de- 
coder, which can decode binary in- 
to the seven segments used for 
each character in the display. Be- 
cause the computer must read out 
in decimal numbers, it must 
decode binary into a 7 -segment 
decimal. Fortunately, some of this 

decoding is done on the LED or 
LCD display chip, but some of it is 
often done in other interfacing cir- 
cuitry as well, either internal or 
external to the MPU system. 

About memories 
Memory is vital to the operation 

of the system. There are many 
forms of memory, but the fastest, 
most inexpensive, most reliable 
memory for small systems is the 
solid-state memory. Years ago 
magnetic core memories were 
standard, but although they were 
reliable, they were bulky, had low 
output, and for small systems, 
have been almost entirely replaced 
by other memories. 

Tape cassette memories offer 
fairly large memory capability. 
The cassettes can be mailed, are 
inexpensive and are probably the 
second most popular form of bulk 
memory used with small systems. 
Disc systems, using a magnetic 
disc much like a 45 rpm phono 
record, are more expensive, more 
complex, and are the third choice 
in small systems, but they are used 
extensively in business and profes- 
sional machines today. 

This article will be confined to 
the solid-state systems that in 
home computers are usually 
limited to 64,000 word memories. 
Note that the term word is used, 
because each address in a solid- 
state memory contains an 8 -bit 
word. Be careful because some- 
times memories are rated as to 
word -storing capability, at other 
times as to the total number of bits 
stored. Obviously a 64K word 
memory storing 8 -bit words is 
really storing 64,000 x 8 bits, 
which equals 512,000 bits. If the 
system were using the simplest 
flip-flops to store this data, the 
flip-flops alone in the memory 
system would require more than a 
million transistors inside the chips. 

In order to make this clear, it is 
common to refer to memories as, 
for example, a 4K x 8, which 
means 4000 words of 8 bits each. 
Some of the smaller, older MPUs 
used 4 -bit data words, and in that 
case you might be using a 16K x 4; 
16,000 words of four bits each. 

When you address such a memory 
you can only select the word you 
want, not the individual bits of the 
word. You get all of the bits of the 
word stored all at once. 

Unfortunately, many of the 
solid-state memories are volatile: 
the contents of the memory are 
lost if the power source is lost, 
even momentarily. This can be 
partially avoided by using a re- 
chargeable battery as backup 
power, or better yet, by placing 
memory that is needed repeatedly 
in a permanent ROM, which is not 
volatile. 

Solid-state memories are not 
usually on one large chip because, 
as was already noted, a 64K x 8 
RAM would require much more 
than a million transistors. It is cus- 
tomary to use a number of smaller, 
readily available and inexpensive 
RAM chips to organize a large 
memory. For example, if 16K x 8 
memory were needed for a small 
home system, you would use 16 
RAM chips of 1K x 8 each; or just 
as readily, 16 chips of 2K x 4 each. 
They both have the capability of 
storing 128,000 bits total. This is 
illustrated in Figure 1, which, as a 
simple example, shows two alter- 
nate ways to organize a memory of 
1K x 4. 

Notice that because the com- 
puter uses several memory RAM 
(or ROM) chips, you need to be able 
to select the particular chip or 
chips that have the desired word in 
them, as well as the location of 
that word in the chip selected. 
Therefore, the memory address 
bus has some of its wires assigned 
to word location, and others to 
chip selection. The way the 16 -bit 
address bus is divided depends on 
the organization of the memory. It 
all adds up to the same addressing 
capability, however, because 64K 
is 64K, no matter how you divide 
it, just as the number 100 is 5 x 20, 
or 10 x 10, or 25 x 4. It all amounts 
to the same total. The whole point 
of this discussion so far is to make 
the point that the address bus may 
have 3 chip select wires and 13 ad- 
dress selects, as just one possibili- 
ty, but it is a 16 -wire (bit) address 
bus. 
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In essence, what has been said is 
that the way devices external to 
the MPU, such as memory, I/Os 
and interfaces are set up affects 
the way the bus system is organ- 
ized. Again, the MPU is a flexible 
device; it can do many things de- 
pending on how it is programmed 
and interconnected. This is un- 
doubtedly part of the fascination 
of the MPU; it's almost like a chess 
game with all the possibilities and 
variations. 

Now, back to memories. In addi- 
tion to the address bus, the mem- 
ory is tied to one of the lines in the 
control bus, which is used to input 
the read/write signal that deter- 
mines whether information is be- 
ing entered in the memory or re- 
trieved. Thus, it is possible to 
select a chip, select an address in 
the chip, and read out of or write 
into the memory. Sometimes the 
memory has internal or external 
buffers, which are frequently tri - 

state. These can be enabled or dis- 
abled as required, which gives the 
ability to input and output the con- 
tents of the memory into the 8 -bit 
bidirectional data bus. This is 
essential in the case of memories 
because all the memory chips are 
connected to the bidirectional data 
bus all of the time. The chips that 
have been selected are active; the 
others are not. Because outputting 
and inputting takes place on the 
same 8 -bit bidirectional data bus, 
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Figure 1. Computer memory may be organized in a number of different ways depending on the available technology and the desired addressing scheme. 
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some way must be provided to dis- 
connect the chips that are not in- 
tended to output to the bus. Figure 
2 shows the use of a typical mem- 
ory, with the connects to address 
bus, control bus and data bus. The 
RAM incorporates tri -state logic 
buffers inside the chip for use with 
the bidirectional bus system. 

Programming 
As stressed earlier, the MPU can 

do little without some instructions 
in a written program. All of the in- 
ternal operations of the MPU have 
been designed to make the MPU 
responsive to programming and to 
make work easier for the program- 
mer. If you decide to get your own 
computing system, you will soon 
discover that you need a library of 
programs for commonly encoun- 
tered problems, and that you need 
to learn to make up your own pro- 
grams for the less common prob- 
lems. At that time you will want to 
learn how to write your own pro- 
grams. A good language to learn 
for general programming is 
BASIC; for business use, COBOL; 
and for scientific math work, FOR- 
TRAN. BASIC is a good language 
to learn because it is the easiest, 
most flexible and most widely used 
with small systems. 

Remember, the computer is use- 
less without a program and pro- 
grams can be expensive. You will 
save a lot of money if you learn to 
do your own programming. It has 
been repeatedly and reliably esti- 
mated that the original cost of a 
small computer is only 10 percent 
of the total cost of owning the sys- 
tem. The other 90 percent over the 
life of the computer is program- 
ming costs. 

Some of the smallest systems, 
especially kits, do not provide a 
terminal and cannot therefore be 
used for programming in BASIC 
or any of the other higher level lan- 
guages. They usually provide a 
keypad that does not have all 26 
letters of the alphabet, or all of the 
punctuation marks and symbols 
required. The keypad is limited to 
assembly language programming, 
which is simply not practical for 
any reasonable amount of pro - 
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gramming. Similarly, avoid any 
MPU training course that does not 
include the use of a terminal and 
the introduction to higher lan- 
guage programming as an integral 
part of the course. You will simply 
have to pay someone else to teach 
you how to use a terminal and do 
programming in BASIC or 
COBOL later on at extra cost. You 
will also have to pay extra for an 
interpreter program if your small 
computer does not have one in 
order to program in a higher lan- 
guage. Thus, you need an alpha- 
numeric keyboard, an interpreter, 
and some instruction in program- 
ming as essentials to doing any 
practical work with a small com- 
puter. That in turn may require 
some extra memory if you have 
less than 32K. If you are not going 
to use assembly language and a 
keypad, it is sometimes possible to 

avoid the use of an assembler pro- 
gram, thereby freeing up some 
memory for other use. This is not 
always possible; it depends on how 
the MPU is organized in manufac- 
ture. 

Fixing them 
Personal computers have made 

undreamed of calculating, filing, 
sorting power available to small 
companies, schools and homes. 
They are indeed complex and re- 
quire a great deal of study for a 
thorough understanding. Because 
of their design, construction and 
logical operation, however, a gen- 
eral idea of how they work, know- 
ledge of some specific failure 
modes, and a few appropriate tools 
and test equipment can make 
many repairs possible by someone 
with a good general know- 
ledge of electronics. UM, 
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Probably 
the second 
most important 
book you can 
turn to for 
guidance. 
Electronics dealers and repair experts know 
they can depend on Philips ECG® Replace- 
ment Semis to fit and to work-reliably. 

And they know they can depend on 
the new ECG Semiconductor Master 
Replacement Guide to save them 
time, money and aggravation when 
ordering the parts they need. 

545 pages. 3,100 ECG Semi- 
conductor types. More than 700 
new products including transient 
voltage suppressors, micro- 
processor ICs, thermal cutoffs, 
solid state relays and more. 

It's the only book of its 
kind you'll ever need this 
year, and you can get it 
from your nearest ECG 
distributor. Just call 
1-800-225-8326 
toll -free for his name 
and phone number (in 
Massachusetts, call 
1-617-890-6107). 

If it's ECG.it fits. And it works. 
PhilipsECG 
A North American Philips Company 
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TIPS 
for servicing GE'S 

AB/AC chassis 

A list of typical or recurrent fail- 
ures of a TV receiver can be one of 
the most valuable tools in diag- 
nosis and repair. After the prob- 
lem areas have been identified, 
those solutions should be examined 
first. This is particularly important 
with erratic or intermittent symp- 
toms. Use sophisticated equipment 
and techniques only after these 
typical failures have been checked 
and found not to apply. 

The AB and AC chassis re- 
ceivers were manufactured by 
General Electric for use in 10 -inch 
and 13 -inch color receivers. They 
also can be found under Mont- 
gomery Ward and J.C. Penney 
brand names. The source of 
schematics used here was 
Photofact 1904-1. 

Intermittent griplets 
Most intermittent problems with 

General Electric AB and AC 
chassis color -TV receivers have 
been traced to erratic connections 
at the rivet -like eyelets (called 
griplets) that connect top -of -the - 
board wiring with bottom -board 
wiring (Figure 1). Some intermit- 
tent troubles are difficult to locate 
when they are not affected by 
physical pressure. Fortunately, 
these eyelets often restore normal 

By Homer L. Davidson 

operation when the circuit board is 
twisted or moved slightly. Con- 
versely, when the receiver is work- 
ing normally, movement of the 
board often triggers the intermit- 
tent so the defect appears. 

These erratic contacts can affect 
operation of sound, color, vertical 
sweep or raster and high voltage, 
depending on which is erratic. A 
temporary repair can be made 
sometimes by resoldering all 
suspected eyelets at top and bot- 
tom. A better method is to insert a 
short length of bare hookup wire 
through the eyelet and solder it to 
the copper wiring on both sides of 
the circuit board. However, the 
best way is to connect together each 
pair of eyelets, using a length of in- 
sulated hookup wire by running 
the wire ends through each eyelet 
and soldering the connections 
securely at top and bottom to the 
board's copper wiring. This in- 
sulated wire should be placed on 
top of the board in the approx- 
imate path of the original etched 
wiring when the wiring is in 
critical circuits such as chroma and 
video. Two eyelets are involved for 
each wire added. Wires added in 
power -supply or horizontal circuits 
can be located on the board's bot- 
tom side (Figure 2) without caus- 

ing any problems. 
After the primary defect has 

been found and repaired, it is ex- 
cellent insurance against a recur- 
rence of the problem to add jumper 
wires to many other pairs of 
eyelets. Figure 3 shows where 
jumpers should be added to the 
various dcV supplies. If these 
originally were erratic, the symp- 
toms would be a dead or intermit- 
tently dead receiver. Notice that 
W17A is jumpered to W17B, and 
so on. Table 1 also lists other 
symptoms vs. pairs of eyelets. 

No raster or sound 
First, check fuses F900 (4A line 

fuse) and F950 (0.75A). Replace 
any that test open. Measure the dc 
voltage at the horizontal -output 
transistor's collector. A zero 
voltage reading indicates a bad 
eyelet or an open C700. A reading 
of about + 169V hints at an open 
Q700 output transistor. Therefore, 
jumper W32A to W32B, W41A to 
W41B and W42A to W42B, using 
the bottom -foil side of the board. 
Zero voltage at the Q700 hori- 
zontal -output transistor's collector 
now indicates an open in retrace - 
tuning capacitor C700 or an open 
in the power supply (Figure 4). If 
C700 is open, use only an original 
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High Quality. Low Prices. 
MODEL DM -6500 

AUTORANGING DMM 
Priced at only 

$75 
There's no sacrificing 
quality, even at this low 
price. And check out these 
features: 

Autoranging 
Shock Resistant 
Continuity Buzzer 
Fuse Protection 
Safety Construction 

RANGES 
DC Volts: 
200m/2/20/200/1000V 
AC Volts: 
2/20/200/600V 
AC/DC Current 
200 mA/10A 
Resistance: 
200/2k/20k/200k/2000k9 

MODEL DM -6590 
ELECTRO -PROBES DMM 

Lowest price available! 

$6375 
Including case 

The hottest new instrument to hit the 
market. Contains features such as: 

Autoranging 
Data Hold Button 
Shock Resistant Housing 
Continuity Buzzer 
200 hr. Battery Life 

RANGES 
AC/DC Volts: Resistance: 
2/20/200/500V 2k/20k/200k/2000k9 

For more information on the DM -6500 and 
DM -6590 see your local distributor or con- 
tact A.W. Sperry Instruments Inc., P.O. 
Box 9300, Smithtown, N.Y. 11787. Phone: 
800-645-5398 Toll -Free (N.Y., Hawaii, Alaska 
call collect 516-231-7050). 

A.W. SPERRY INSTRUMENTS INC. 
The Measurable Advantage. 

Figure 1. Rivet -like eyelets (griplets) on 
General Electric AB and AC chassis cir- 
cuit boards connect top wiring with bot- 
tom wiring. Arrows point to three that 
have been resoldered. These eyelets 
have a tendency to become intermittent, 
thus causing various symptoms depend- 
ing upon which eyelets are affected. 

Figure 2. Jumpers can be added to the 
bottom or foil side of the circuit board 
when they are added to the less sen- 
sitive circuits, such as power and hori- 
zontal. Jumpers in sensitive circuits, 
such as video and color, should be 
dressed over the copper foil path on the 
top side of the board. 

Circle (10) on Reply Card 

replacement; this is a critical safe- 
ty capacitor. 

When fuse F950 opens im- 
mediately as power is applied and 
(although the power is turned off 
after only a few seconds of opera- 
tion) the horizontal -output transis- 
tor feels warm, the two suspects 
are the output transistor and the 
flyback (HV) transformer. Remove 
Q700 output transformer and test 
it out -of -circuit. If the transistor is 
replaced, always use a new mica 

insulator. Warning: do not use 
more than one insulator because 
excessive heat buildup and delayed 
failure of the output transistor 
may result. 

A defective flyback is the most 
likely cause of a ruined output 
transistor. Incidentally, a present- 
day flyback is called an integrated 
high -voltage transformer (IHVT) 
or integrated flyback transformer 
(IFT) because several high -voltage 
diode rectifiers are placed inside 
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TIPS 
for servicing GE'S 

AB/AC chassis 

each, thereby eliminating external 
tripiers. Therefore, shorted diodes 
inside the flyback can give the 
same symptoms and ringing 
readings as another flyback with 
shorted turns in the HV winding 
(Figure 5). 

After a new horizontal -output 
transistor has been installed, pro- 
tect it during the next tests by 
reducing the power applied to it. 
One method of doing so is to 
remove fuse F950 and temporarily 
connect a 100W incandescent lamp 
bulb across the fuse clips. The bulb 
functions as both a current in- 
dicator and a current limiter. If 
the lamp lights brightly when 
power is applied, the current is ex- 
cessive. Test for overloads and 
then repeat this test. Repair and 
test as many times as necessary. 
Do not apply full power until the 
bulb glows more dimly. 

An alternative method of achiev- 
ing this limitation is to power the 
chassis from a variable -voltage 
transformer. Start with a low ac 
voltage, such as 30V rms, and 
check supply voltages for signs of 
overload (such as abnormally low 
do voltages or excessive heating of 
resistors or the horizontal -output 
transistor). If the chassis condition 
appears to i e normal, increase the 
line voltage 10V or 20V per step 
until 120V is reached. Stop at any 
point that appears to cause an 
overload. If care is used, these 
tests can be made without ruining 
a replacement horizontal -output 
transistor or other major part. 

A defective IC530 oscillator/ 
vertical -horizontal -countdown IC 
can eliminate the horizontal sweep 
and all do voltages obtained from 
it. Also, IC530 should be replaced 
when the horizontal frequency is 
incorrect and proper locking can- 
not be obtained. Good results have 

W18B 

Irll rIIr 
CONTRAST TINT COLOR 

BRIGHTNESS 

7,0 W2OB 

GE 

AB OR AC 

(-a6A 

W26B 

/ 
W31A 

W42A 

W32B 

1417 WaIB 

W32A 

W42B 

Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Critical griplets on GE AB and 
AC chassis. 

Table D. This table shows what 
symptoms can be caused by 
certain bad griplet connec- 
tions. 

Figure 4. An intermittent open in one of 
the four C700 lead wires will open the 
emitter or collector circuit and thus 
eliminate all horizontal sweep along 
with most dcV power, when the open is 
occurring. 

SYMPTOM 
Intermittent o- 
no raster and 
sound 

Intermittent 
or no sound 

Intermittent 
or no color 

ADD JUMPERS 
W32A to W32B 
W41AtoW41B 
W42A to W42B 

W17A to W17B 
W18A to W18B 

W20A to W2OB 
W26A to W26B 
W31A to W31B 

Intermittent OC W32A to W32B 
insufficient W41A to W41 B 
vertical 'height W42A to W42B 

L70C 

-&--(òbr l 

R700 

680 

Figure 4. 

Q700 

HORIZ 

OUTPUT +144V 

8700 - 
DAMPER A 

C700 

0047 

OPEN 
+145V 

T700 
FLYBACK 
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The new AWS 131-3010. It's not just another OMM. 
It's a complete electrical/electronic testing system. 

DM -3010 

S% 

i 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 

199 

al 

Lf 

SJA-870 JAW ADAPTOR 

Sr6 

HFE-840 

S ti9 

; ca 

E ey, 

TEST ADAPTER 

TORäoece 
TEST ADAPTER 

c -+n 

j:n- 

C a 
e, 

HVP-860 HIGH 

et 
t% 

r 

VOLT PROBE 

ü WW1 

Today's electrical and electronic 
testing requirements call for 
equipment that can handle a wide 
range of applications. That's why now 
more than ever you need the new AWS 
DM -3010 Testing System. 

To start off with, the DM -3010 Digital 
Multimeter has an unbelievable $80 
price tag. It offers 34 ranges with push- 
button control plus features usually 
found in much more expensive models 
such as: 10 Amp AC/DC range; ÚL1244 
type test leads; overload protection on 
all ranges; Hi and Low power ohms in 
all resistance ranges and more. 

Complete the system by simply adding 
the following accessories as you need 
them... 
SJA-870 Snap -Around Jaw Adaptor. 
Reads 0-1200 Amps AC. Its large jaws 
fit easily around any conductor up to 
2-15/16" in diameter. 
HFE-840 Test Adapter. If your work 
requires transistor and diode testing, 
this pocket-size adapter is a must. 
HVP-860 High Voltage Probe. Provides 
safe, easy and reliable readings of 0- 
50KVDC on low power high impedance 
circuits. 

So compare the DM -3010 Testing 
System for yourself. You'll find that no 
other company offers a comparable 
system at these low prices. 

For more information on the AWS 
DM -3010 Testing System, see your local 
distributor today or contact A.W. Sperry 
Instruments Inc., P.O. Box 9300, 
Smithtown, N.Y. 11787. Call Toll -Free 
800-645-5398 (N.Y., Hawaii, Alaska call 
collect 516-231-7050). 

A.W. SPERRY 
INSTRUMENT S INC. 

been obtained using the EP84X82 
General Electric replacements in 
several cases. No universal 
replacement IC is listed in 
Photofact 1904-1. 

When the symptom is horizontal - 
frequency drift, replace C523, a 
120pF capacitor in the oscillator 
circuit. For no-raster/no-sound/ 
no -sweep problems, check Q551 
horizontal -driver transistor and 
Q980 start-up SCR. Check all Q980 
dc voltages, and make certain pin 
9 of IC530 has the proper ±8.7V. 
Scope the signal, then trace the 
horizontal and vertical countdown 
waveforms coming from IC530 as 
they travel through the horizontal 
and vertical deflection stages. 
Failure to find the expected 
voltages or waveforms will in- 
dicate a problem upstream from 
that point. 

Intermittent raster 
Intermittent sound often is ac- 

companied by an intermittent 
raster. First, jumper together 
W32A and W32B, W41A and 
W41B, and W42A and W42B. Bad 

Circle (11) on Reply Card 

connections at W32 connections 
might have been causing R980 
(75052 3W) to operate very hot. 
Replace R980 (in the start-up cir- 
cuit) if it has been damaged. 

Intermittent continuity inside 
C700 (the 4 -lead retrace -tuning 
capacitor, mentioned before) has 
been known to cause erratic raster 
and sound. Connect the probe of a 
do meter to the Q700 collector as a 
monitor. If the do voltage disap- 
pears along with the raster, the 
capacitor is almost certain to be 
the defective component. 

Erratic loss of low -voltage 
power sometimes can be traced to 
bad solder joints at R904 (35218W) 
or R906 (5052 15W in Figure 6). 
Heat from the resistors can 
crystallize and thus ruin the solder 
joints. It is wise to check these 
joints on all AB and AC chassis 
that you service. 

Raster, but no 
picture and sound 

When the receiver has a white 
screen without picture or sound, 
the first suspect is IC120, the 

IF/AGC IC. Measure all do 
voltages at the various pins, and 
compare the readings with the 
schematic values. Scope pin 12 
looking for a negative -going video 
signal. If a clean signal of about 
the usual 1.8VPP is found there, 
the problem is likely to be found in 
the following video stages. Check 
the video waveforms until one is 
missing, and then make additional 
measurements to find the bad com- 
ponent. Test all video transistors 
in -circuit. 

If the loss of picture and sound is 
erratic, connect the probes of a 
dual -trace scope at two points in 
the video circuit and notice where 
the signals disappear or remain 
steady when the picture tube loses 
its video. 

Excessive brightness 
Excessive brightness that can- 

not be reduced sufficiently by the 
brightness control is likely to be 
produced by a problem in the video 
stages or picture -tube circuits and 
voltages. One defect that has been 
encountered several times is an 
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TIPS 
for servicing GE'S 

AB/AC chassis 

open R756 (270KO in Figure 7); 
the resistor that connects the low - 
voltage ends of the screen controls 
to ground. When it opens, the 
screen -grid voltages rise far above 
normal and the usual range of bias 
adjustments is not sufficient to 
reduce the brightness to a 
desirable level. This situation is 
easy to find by testing all picture - 
tube grid, cathode and screen -grid 
do voltages and comparing the 
results against the schematic. 

A partial short between control 
grid and screen or cathode in the 
picture tube will increase the 
brightness, but only the brightness 
of one color. Therefore, the main 
symptom will be a radical change 
of b&w screen color. A few light 
taps on the neck of the picture 
tube sometimes will dislodge loose 
particles and relieve the problem. 

A collector -to -emitter short in 
video driver Q404 brightens the 
picture, while an open in any junc- 
tion darkens the picture greatly. 
Defects in IC300 chroma IC or its 
supply voltage or certain defects in 
the video transistors can cause ex- 
cessive brightness. Because of the 
many direct -coupled stages, in - 
circuit tests of all suspected tran- 
sistors should be performed before 
any analysis is made by measuring 
their do voltages. 

Intermittent color 
Before any tests are performed, 

connect insulated wire between 
W20A and W20B, W26A and 
W26B, and W31A and W31B. 
These eyelets are located near the 
front of the chassis around color 
IC300, and they give so much trou- 
ble (sometimes several weeks after 
other repairs have been made) that 
these jumpers should be added 
following any other repairs. 

a . .. . 
'.` 

.c 

- Ei g, 

4 
` 

« 

. - -4 ti 
. n hw ` ,..; 

Figure 5. The integrated flyback (hockey - 
puck shaped object at the right) is the 
first suspect when a horizontal -output 
transistor has been ruined. These fly - 
backs have the high -voltage diodes 
located inside; there is no HV tripler. 

Figure 7. One cause of ex- 
cessive brightness is an open 
R756, which increases the 
screen -grid voltages sufficient- 
ly that the normal brightness 
control operation cannot 
reduce the visual brightness to 
the desired level. 

Figure 6. Heat from the two large high - 
wattage resistors (R906 above and R904 
below) can ruin soldered joints on the 
terminal strips. Check these soldered 
joints when the + 145V supply is inter- 
mittent. Input filter capacitor C920 is 
shown at the right of the power 
resistors. 

D.001 

+6550V 
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Figure 7. 
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SAL,;' n,-)1Ett2 R 

Silicon 
H.V. Triplers 
HIGH VOLTAGE 
MULTIPLIERS 
Minimum 9/may asst. 

Original ECG SYLVANIA/RCA Triplers 

ECG -500A ECG -543 ECG-546A/SK3306 
212-139 
212-139-01 
212-139-02 

212-141 
212-141-01 
212-141-01 

212-141-02 
212-141-03 
212-141-04 

#ETD -20 #ETD -21 #ETD -22 

$1 O" .ea $1 O" .ea $1 O" .ea 

2SC1308K 
#ETD -58 

2SC1172B 
#ETD -5C 

5149 
ea 100 up 

s169,ea 30-99 
s199 ea 10-29 

Jerrold 60 Channel 
Cordless Cable 
TV Converter ;7299, 

$8995 

MODEL 
DRX3-105 

#ETD -1 

RG -59/U 75 OHM 
Co -Axial Cable 
Copper Braided 
Shield #ETD -6 

$4450/1000 n. 

#ETD -7 
F-59 Connector 

with Separate Ferrule 

74 /1000 lot 

104/100 lot 

Bare copper 
conductor 

Braided bare 
copper shield 

#ETD -8 

Matching Transformer 

75-300 Ohm 

White or Black 

#ETD -9 
2 -Way -75 Ohm Splitter 

R9 t / 500 Lot 594 two Lot 

444/100 Lot 89C/s0 Lot 

594 /ea. 1.49/ea. 

OMNI-PHONE Ill 
$1995 
:2493 ea. 

ea/2 Lot 

True Touch Tone' 
Works on all systems 
Desk or wall application 
Fully modular 
True bell ringer 
FCC approved 
Brand new 
1 year warranty 

'Registered trademark of AT&T 

#ETD -10 

10 MHz Dual Trace Scope 
$43500 ¡KPREC/SION 
Reg. $545.00 
Model 1476A 

dual trace 
10mV/div 
sensitivity 
video sync 
separators 
include probes 

#ETD -2 

30 MHz Dual Trace Scope 
$63500 
Reg. $795.00 
Model 14798 

dual trace 
5mV/div 
sensitivity 
10:1/reference 
direct probes 
included 
#ETD -3 

¡PRECISION 

100 MHz 8 -Trace, 4 Channel 
Dual Time Scope 
$148995 
MODEL 1590P 
Reg. $1995.00 

FEATURES 
100 MHz response and 
3.5ns rise time 
120 MHz response at - 6dB 
1mV/diviwn sensitivity to 
100 MHz 
500m V/dmsen cascade 
sensitivity 
2nd/division sweep rate with 10x magnifier 
Four -input operation provides trigger views or lour separate inputs 
Selectable 1M0 or 500 inputs 
Alternate timebase operation 
20 MHz bandwidth limiter for best view of low frequency signals 
Lighted function pushbuttons employing electronics switching 
with non-volatile 

# ETD -4 

41n1101.1101111101011rRi 

DIGITAL 
CAPACITANCE 
METER 
$5995 

1pF to 1999 uFd 
Accuracy .5% 
31/2 digit .5" LCD display 
8 ranges 200 pF to 2000 uFd 
.1pF resolution 
.5 second sampling time 
Crystal Osc time base 
1 yr. warranty 

#ETD -11 

DIGITAL 
MULTIMETER 
$3995 

0.5" LCD display 
DC input impedance 10M 
DC 100uV. 100mA, 0.1 ohm 
resolution 
DCA up to 10A 
Auto polarity 
Low battery indicator 
Overload protection 

# ETD -12 

EICO 20MHz Dual Trace Scope 
$45000 

#ETD -13 

Reg. $799% 
Model 482 , 
Features 
Dual Trace 

5mV/cm 
5mV/cm sensitivity 

: rº ier w 

Automatic triggering -----^ 
Add and subtract mode 
Built in component tester 
17.5 nanosecond rise time 
Includes 10:1/direct probes 
Automatic selection of alternate or chop mode. 

Purclyder, , - 

Money Order or C.O.D. 

or Call Toll Free 
0-223-0826 
State (212) 865-5580 

SHIPPICHARGES 
For Orders ADD 
$25-100 $6.50 
$100-$500 $8.50 
$500-$750 $10.50 
$750 - and up $15.50 
Parcel Post $20.00 

MASTER CARD VISA 

LlíL:lt'4L1 
Circle (12) on Reply Card 
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TIPS 
for servicing GE'S 

AB/AC chassis 

If color is not obtained after the 
jumpers are installed, suspect 
IC300. Scope the input signal at 
pin 15 and the three demodulated 
color signals (use color bars in the 
generator) at pin 1 (G -Y signal), 
pin 23 (B -Y signal) and pin 24 
(R -Y signal). If the pin -15 input 
signal is normal, but the three -Y 
signals are missing, check for a 
3.58MHz CW carrier at pin 8. The 
carrier proves the color oscillator 
is operating; the absence indicates 
a dead color oscillator. Before 
replacing IC300, compare the dc - 
voltage measurements at all pins 
with those shown on the 
schematic, and make certain the 
proper + 11.6V of supply voltage is 
present at pin 22. Also, check the 
resistance of L338 and substitute 
color crystal X300 if all other tests 
and substitutions fail to restore 
the color. 

Picture has only 
one bright color 

A shorted picture tube is one 
possible cause of a predominant 
color in the raster and picture. 
Check the picture tube in a good 
tester, and be certain to test for 
shorts and leakages. Moderate and 
careful tapping on the CRT neck 
when the receiver is operating 
sometimes shows by flashes of col- 
or or brightness changes that the 
picture tube has an intermittent 
condition. With an in -circuit tran- 
sistor tester, check Q400, Q410 
and Q420. A shorted or open junc- 
tion in one can produce a tinted 
b&w screen, and a severe short 
can cause one color to become so 
bright that the picture might 
bloom out. Incidentally, an open 
L411, L401 or L421 peaking coil 
can blur the picture in one color. 

Height problems 
Before any tests or repairs are 

made, add jumpers from W41A to 
W41B, from W42A to W42B, and 
from W32A to W32B". Poor con- 
nections at these eyelets can cause 
incorrect do voltages at the 
vertical -output transistors and bad 
height, so they should be corrected 
first. 

One typical defect is a burned or 
open R650 4.711 resistor (Figure 8). 
R650 is located near the back edge 
of the chassis, and sometimes is so 
burned the color code is obscured. 

After the jumpers are installed 
and R650 is replaced but the ver- 
tical problems remain, the vertical - 
output transistors should be tested 
next. They are driven by direct - 
coupled transistors, so a problem 
in a previous stage can produce er- 
roneous voltages and resistances. 
Therefore, the base lead of each 
output transistor should be discon- 
nected from the circuit before the 
output transistors are tested. 
Replace both output transistors if 
even one has an open or a leaky 
junction. 

Do not overlook the various vol- 
tage sources that power the verti- 
cal stages. Sweep power from the 
integrated flyback is rectified, pro- 
ducing separate positive and 
negative supplies for the comple- 
mentary symmetry vertical -output 
stage. Rectifier Y946 and 1000µF 
C947 produce + 8.75V for Q640, 
while rectifier Y942 and 1000µF 
filter capacitor C943 produce 
- 9.17V for Q646. Check these 
components when the supply vol- 
tages are out of tolerance. 

Distorted sound 
When the sound is intermittent 

or distorted, pull the chassis com- 
pletely out (the sound circuits are 
in the front -left corner near the 
tuner) and add jumpers from 
W11A to W11B and between 
W18A and W18B. Often the 
jumpers will eliminate the 
intermittent -sound problem. A 
loud hum with some distortion can 
be caused by an open or broken 
100 R175B resistor at IC180 pin 
15 (Figure 9). 

Before testing audio -circuit com- 
ponents to find the cause of distor- 
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VERT DRIVER 

+&.?5V 
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TO BLANKING 

JERT 

YOKE 

COILS 

tion, substitute a test speaker ex- 
ternally Notice that the GE 
speaker has 3251 impedance. If the 
speaker is normal, touch up the 
L188 adjustment. Better sound 
after L188 has been adjusted 
usually means another component 
nearby has changed. Locate C188 
and C189. Tap them gently with a 
plastic rod. Apply alternate 
heating and cooling to the two 
capacitors. Replace any capacitor 
that shows the slightest sign of be- 
ing erratic. Finally, adjust L188 as 
the last step. 

If none of the previous tests im- 
prove the sound, check all do 
voltages at the IC180 pins and 
compare the measurements 
against the schematic. Incorrect 
voltages (that are not caused by a 
bad supply voltage) indicate IC180 

Figure 8. Defective 0640 and 0645 
vertical -output transistors and an open 
R650 resistor are the most likely cause 
of insufficient height. 

Figure 9. Drifting -value C188 and C189 
capacitors, IC180 failures and an open 
R175B resistor are common causes of 
distortion or intermittent sound. 

+3.7V 

C172 

-r 0.047 

R175A 
VOLUME 

15K + 

11 

R 175 8. 

102 

ti. 
OFEN 

C175 

47µF 

C182 

100µF 

should be changed. Always touch 
up L188 after another IC180 is in- 
stalled. These tests, replacements 
and adjustments should locate and 
eliminate most typical sound prob- 
lems in GE AB and AC chassis. 

Sync/locking problems 
When there is weak horizontal 

locking, scope the Q510 sync - 
separator collector. A lack of 
22VPP vertical and horizontal 
sync points to a problem in the 
Q510 stage or in the signal at the 
Q510 base. When the collector 
signal is normal, scope IC530 pin 
14 for the presence of 7VPP of 
horizontal -frequency differen- 
tiated sync. Also, scope pin 10 for 
8VPP of vertical -frequency in- 
tegrated sync. Lack of either is ab- 
normal, and might be caused by a 
defective component between 
Q510 and IC530. Of course, 
leakage or a short inside IC530 can 
remove one of the signals. 

If all IC530 do voltages are 
within tolerance (including 
+ 8.74V at pin 9) but the sync at 
pin 14 or 10 is improper, IC530 
should be replaced. Experience 
has shown that replacing IC530 
solves most vertical and horizontal 
sync problems. 

Check for a 2.2VPP horizontal - 
frequency sawtooth at IC530 pin 1. 
This is the sample of horizontal - 
sweep that is compared against 
the sync in a phase detector inside 
IC530. If this sawtooth is weak, 
distorted or missing, solid horizon- 
tal locking will be impossible. In 
several cases, resistor R517 was 
found to be burned or increased in 
resistance. Check R517 first. 

Comments 
All known common or recurrent 

problems of the General Electric 
A$ and AC TV chassis have been 
described. The most important 
problem has been the eyelets or 
griplets. I strongly advise you to 
place jumpers between all eyelets 
mentioned in this article, 
regardless of the original symp- 
toms. While the color receiver is 
apart, the jumper installations re- 
quire little time, and they may 
save you from having to open the 
set up again soon. r 
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Build this simple 
DMM 

temperature 
probe 

By Michael A. Covington 

Temperature probe may be constructed 
by mounting heat-sinked transistor in a 

length of plastic tubing. Check component temperature 
by holding probe against case of suspected device. 

Temperature -probe tran- 
sistor is connected as 
shown. A PNP transistor 
may be used, but polarity of 
connections to ohmmeter 
must be reversed. 

i 

To ohmmeter 

A temperature probe for a 
digital multimeter normally costs 
about $100. You can make a ser- 
viceable one out of a couple of 
dollars' worth of parts -a silicon 
transistor, some wire, and a piece 
of plastic tubing. 

The key to the low price is that 
most of the time a temperature 
probe is used to compare tempera- 
tures rather than measure them 
outright, and therefore does not 
need to be calibrated. Its main 
uses are to identify ICs that are 
running much hotter than their 
neighbors and to determine 
whether the temperature of a com- 
ponent rises excessively when 
power is applied. Unlike your 
finger, a probe will not mistake 
pressure, texture, or greasiness 
for heat; nor will it get burned or 
shocked if temperatures or volt- 
ages are higher than you expect. 

The probe described here uses a 
transistor, with base tied to collec- 
tor, as a temperature sensor. It is 
connected to a 31/2 -digit digital 
multimeter set on the 2M2 or 
20M1ì range, whichever gives a 
reading near the middle of the 
scale. It is sensitive enough to 
detect a puff of warm breath. Al- 
though the probe does, in princi- 
ple, work with an analog meter, 
the movement of the meter needle 
for a small temperature change is 
almost imperceptible. 

The case style of the transistor is 
more important than any of its 
other characteristics. Use a small 
plastic -encapsulated transistor 
with a heat sink sticking out of it 
(the "TO -92 power tab") such as 
the Radio Shack 276-2030. The 
heat sink helps conduct heat into 
the transistor junction. A second 
choice is a plastic -encapsulated 
transistor without a heat sink. The 
smaller the transistor, the quicker 
its response. Large power tran- 
sistors are relatively insensitive. 
The diagram shows an NPN tran- 
sistor, but a PNP unit can be used 
if polarity is reversed. 

The transistor is mounted in a 
piece of plastic tubing and, in use, 
is held against the object whose 
temperature is to be measured, 
preferably coupled to it by a dab of 
heat sink grease. Lower ohmmeter 
readings indicate higher 
temperatures. CISuf, 
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Photofact 

These Photofact folders for TV receivers and other 
equipment have been released by Howard W. Sams & 
Co. since the last report in ES&T. 

AMBASSADOR 
RK -6019 2232-1 
RK -6013 2234-1 

BOHSEI 
B625 2233-1 

CENTURION 
E-4820 2233-2 
E-4823 2236-1 

HITACHI 
CT19Z3, CT1933 2229-1 
CT19Z7, CT1937 2230-1 

JC PENNEY 
680-3883-00 2232-3 
680-3851-00 2235-3 
681-3927-00 2236-3 
685-1030-00/31-00 2238-1 
685-2069-00 2239-1 
685-2501G,-00 (Late Product ion) 2239-3 
685-2083-00/-10 2240-1 

MAGNAVOX 
Chassis T809-12-AA,AB/13-AA,AB/ 
18-AA,AB 2231-1 
Chassis T815 -13 -AA 2239-2 

PHILCO 
Chassis 12M101-00AA 2238-2 

QUASAR 
Chassis TS632 2229-2 
Chassis C106 2231-2 
Chassis ADC106 2240-2 

RCA 
Chassis KCS204BK,BL 2235-1 
FGC460WR, FGR528S/530SR, GGC651TR/655HR, 
LR/659SR, GG R638S/640SR/651TR/655HR, 
L R/659S R/696T/755 H /758 H 2240-4 
Chassis CTC121 D,E,J, (Late Prod.) 2242-3 

SANYO 
Chassis A3J-85000 2237-1 

SEARS 
562.42181350/82350 2230-2 
564.40262350/62351/63350 2232-2 
564.42240350 2236-2 
564.41812251 2240-3 
401.40250152 2240-3 
564.40710350 2242-1 

SONY 
Chassis SCC-486A-A,B-B 2229-3 
Chassis SCC-470E-A 2233-3 
Chassis SCC-470C-A,D-A 2234-2 

THE 
RIGHT 
STUFF. 

The growth of NTE quality replacement parts has 
been nothing short of astronomical. And the proof 
is in our new 1984 Replacement Master Guide, 
destined to be the standard directory for technicians 
across the country. In excess of 3,000 quality NTE 
types are cross-referenced to more than 220,000 
industry part numbers. 

YOU'LL FIND ALL THE RIGHT STUFF FOR 
REPLACEMENT, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR: 
Transistors Memory IC's 
Thyristors Thermal Cut -Offs 
Integrated Circuits Bridge Rectifiers 
Rectifiers and Unijunctions 
Diodes RF Transistors 
High Voltage Microwave Oven 
Multipliers and Rectifiers 
Dividers Selenium Rectifiers 
Optoelectronic NEW! The Protector 
Devices 6000' Transient 
Zeners Voltage Protection 
Microprocessors Strip 
and Support Chips 

Look for our Replacement semiconductors in the 
bright green polybags and cartons that list rating 
limits, device type, diagrams and competitive 
replacement right on the package. NTE quality 
parts are available from your local NTE distributor 
and come backed by our exclusive two-year 
warranty. Ask for your FREE NTE Replacement 
Master Guide and take off with NTE! 

tM 

NEW -TONE ELECTRONICS. INC. 
44 FARRAND STREET BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07003 

(FORMERLY TCG) 
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Troubleshooting 
Tips 

Black cloud in picture 
Sony KV -1711 chassis SCC-63A 
(Photofact 1503-1 or 1625-2) 

After operation of about five minutes, a moving 
black cloud would appear on the top half of the 
screen. This cloud changed size erratically, moving 
vertically while varying in width. The receiver was 
obtained from a shop that had given up after three 
months. 

The moving black cloud appeared after the chassis 
was powered on my test bench for the usual five 
minutes. Because excessive supply voltage some- 
times causes video limiting to occur, I first checked 
the + 130V supply. It was a steady + 124.6V, so it 
could not be the cause of the cloud. 

IC401 and its signals also were suspect because it 
handles video amplification, ABL function, ACR 
and H/V blanking. All IC401 do voltages were 
nominal, but scope waveforms showed erratic blank- 
ing in the video output signal at pin 14 of IC401, and 
the movements were synchronized with the vertical 
sweep. By contrast, the input video at pin 17 showed 

2SC 945 

EVP-2 

10.55 

10.97V 

LB KICK 
RD -11E 

IO Kfz 

19.55 V 

i. 
10.18 V 

25A733 
EVP-1 

68000 

From C rcuiTrace 74 

at íC401 
Payes 43, 44. 45 

normal video without any erratic sections. 
Next, the blanking signals were checked at IC401. 

Horizontal blanking at pin 12 was stable and nor- 
mal, but the vertical blanking at pin 11 showed an 
intermittent random square -wave pulse train that 
seemed to be synchronized with movement of the 
black cloud. Evidently, this was the circuit to be 
tested. 

The signal for vertical blanking comes from the 
vertical -output stage through R546 and C524 before 
R548 and C525 parallels the signal to ground, then it 
goes through R345 to IC401 pin 11, with zener diode 
D302 connected from pin 11 to ground. R546 and 
C524 appeared to be the most likely suspects, but 
they were replaced without giving any improve- 

ment. Then I noticed a signal or voltage brought to 
R345 (and pin 11) from CircuiTrace 74 in the power - 
supply section. This voltage comes from the collec- 
tor of Q606 transistor. The Q606 base/collector junc- 
tion appeared to have an intermittent breakdown or 
avalanche, so I replaced Q606 and the black cloud 
was gone permanently. 

Dr. Paul L. Poehler 
Satellite Beach, FL 

Multiple triggering and then shut -down 
Philco and Sylvania E31 and Wards GGY-12913A 
(Photofact 2083-2) 

When power was applied, the rustle of high 
voltage could be heard, but the chassis immediately 
went into shut -down. I connected a variable -voltage 
ac transformer and, starting at a very low voltage, 
slowly increased the ac voltage applied to the 
chassis. However, the flyback HV/transformer 
squealed loudly (as though the horizontal frequency 

9V 0,, Q504 PHASE DEI 

4 72' 

)111r R545 C534 .- 
01 

R542 

2700 

255V 

101( 

13 3V 
6 27V 

R525 

10 

SC521 

6 881.1 

SCS21 

ERROR 
Q500 

AMP 

6 23 

SCS30 

C543 

001 

450V 
HONIZ 

816roA 

20 3V 

59V 

was wrong, or the windings were arcing) long 
before normal line voltage was reached. 

I replaced the flyback, but there was no improve- 
ment. After going over the horizontal sweep and the 
various power supplies without much success, I 
finally found 15K R548 was open. This is difficult to 
find unless one end is disconnected because other 
circuit resistances parallel it. A new R548 solved the 
problem. Since that one repair, I have had the same 
resistor open in two other chassis. 

Don Mendenhall 
Parker, AZ 

Editor's Note: Before this tip was processed for 
publication, a similar one was received. Evidently 
this resistor is a frequent cause of failure. The se- 
cond tip follows, since it provides additional infor- 
mation. 

After buying and installing a new flyback and an 
SCR513 switching -regulator SCR in the power sup- 
ply, I found no change of symptoms. After thinking 
a long time about how to test this without discon- 
necting the fail-safe circuit, I decided to substitute 
the regulated + 112V supply. I connected power 
from a variable -voltage transformer to an external 
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bridge rectifier and, without using the receiver's ac 
cable, connected the bridge output to the + 112V 
source and ground. First, I brought the ac slowly up 
to 80V, obtaining a stable picture without any 
danger signs, and I increased the voltage until 
+ 112V was measured at that supply. The operation 
appeared to be normal, so I started testing the 
switching -regulator circuit. Input pulses to SC503's 
anode measured more than 400VPP, but at the base 
of Q504 there was no horizontal sawtooth. R548 
(15K) was open, and installation of a new one pro- 
vided normal operation (after the S3 jumper was 
reinstalled to connect regulator and + 112V supply). 

William F. Springman 
North Liberty, IN 

Testing diodes 
All late -model color receivers 

Regarding the troubleshooting tip on page 37 of 
the February 1984 ES&T, I too have been testing 
diodes on my Sencore LC53 by connecting the LC53 
red lead to cathode and the black lead to the anode. 
This applies reverse polarity, so a normal non - 
defective diode draws no current during leakage 
tests. Then, I select a peak -reverse voltage that the 
diode is expected to withstand, and switch to 100µA 
leakage range. When the capacitor leakage button is 
pressed, a non -defective silicon diode will read 000 
(or no leakage). 

A reading of almost any leakage indicates the 
diode is defective and should be replaced. Next, I 
check the diode's capacitance. If you use a different 

capacitance meter, the reading might be different 
from the ones I usually see. Just test a half dozen or 
so good diodes and use the average as a standard for 
later tests. 

Also, I use reverse -polarity voltage with tran- 
sistors, SCRs and triacs to determine if they have 
breakdown current when the base or gate is not con- 
nected. And I test dual diodes with forward current 
at 3V to determine whether or not they are bal- 
anced. Then they are tested for reverse leakage and 
capacitance. 

In reference to Mr. Houser's test, it seems logical, 
since we might consider a diode to be similar to a 
disc capacitor in that larger voltage rating demands 
a thicker slab, which reduces the capacitance. Dur- 
ing the two years I have owned an LC53, I have 
found all these tests to be effective for finding 
borderline or erratic conditions in addition to the 
more usual characteristics. 

Eugene Spooner, CET 
Charlotte, NC 

Have you solved a difficult troubleshooting 
problem? $10 will be paid for each Trouble- 
shooting Tips published. For free guidelines 
on submitting Troubleshooting tips, write to: 

Troubleshooting Tips Department 
Electronic Servicing & Technology 
P.O. Box 12901 
Overland Park, KS 66212 

GETTHE SAME VIDEO TRAINING 
THE PEOPLE AT SONY GET 

Now you can be trained by Sony even if you 
aren't employed by Sony. 

Because we're making our vast library of train- 
ing videotapes available to you. The very tapes that 
teach our own engineering, service and sales personnel. 

The tapes cover the products and concepts of 
video and its related technologies. You can learn the 
basics of video recording. Color systems. 
Digital video and electronics. Television 
production. And more. 

Plus you can learn how to service 
cameras,VTR's, and other video products. 
As professionally as Sony does. 

The tapes are pro- 
duced entirely by 
Sony and contain 
up-to-the-minute 
information. They 
communicate clear- 
ly and simply. And 
some of them are 
even programmed for 
interactive learning. 

And learning through video can be done at 
your own pace, in the convenience of your home, 
shop or school. Reviewing is quick and easy. And 
the tapes are always available for reference. 

Send for your catalog, which lists more than 
250 titles. In your choice of 3/4" or 1/2" formats. 

Write Sony Video Products Com- 
pany, Tape Production Services, 
700 W. Artesia Boulevard, 
Compton, California 90220. 

Or call (213) 537-4300. 
Of course, there's no 

obligation. Except the 
obligation you have to 

yourself: to find out 
about the best train- 
ing available in 
one of the country's 
fastest -growing, 
most lucrative fields. 

SONY 
Video Communications 

Sony is a reg. trademark of Sony Corp. 

Circle (28) on Reply Card 
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KNOW YOUR 

Oscilloscope 
The word oscilloscope can be 

separated into two parts, oscillo 
and scope. The first is short for 
oscillations and the second means 
to view or see. Thus, if we take the 
word literally, it describes an in- 
strument for viewing oscillations. 
Conventional oscilloscopes display 
electrical signals that vary with 
time, such as sine waves. When 

used with a suitable transducer, a 
conventional oscilloscope will pro- 
vide a visual display of any 
physical quantity that can be 
reproduced as a voltage. For ex- 
ample, in a hospital, the heartbeat 
of a patient can be displayed on a 
CRT screen. This is exemplified by 
the "biomedical test" waveform 
shown in Chart 1. With the advent 

of the digital revolution, special- 
ized oscilloscopes have been made 
that provide displays of data fields, 
as exemplified in Figure 1. 

The basic distinction between a 
digital data -field display and a 
sine -wave display is that the 
former presents sequences of 
digital events with respect to clock 
time, whereas the latter presents 
an analog variation of an electrical 
quantity with respect to real time. 
(The "clock" in a digital system is a 
crystal -controlled oscillator that 
synchronizes system operation; on 
the other hand, "real time" has to 
do with the actual time in which 
physical events occur.) 

A schematic for the simplest 
type of an oscilloscope is depicted 
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in Figure 2. It consists of a 
cathode-ray tube, a power supply, 
and two RC coupling circuits. The 
components are illustrated in 
Figure 3. Although this elemen- 
tary arrangement can be used in 
certain applications, such as 
modulation monitoring and for the 
display of vectorgrams in high- 
level chroma circuits, it has 
various disadvantages. These are: 

1. A directly driven CRT is com- 
paratively insensitive; a typi- 
cal CRT requires approxi- 
mately 300 volts peak -to -peak 
for full -screen deflection. 

Reprinted with permission from the book Know Your 
Oscilloscope by Robert G. Middleton, published by 
Howard W. Sams & Company, 4300 W. 62nd St., P.O. 
Box 558, Indianapolis, IN 46206. 

TV Station Maintenance 

Research and Development 

Acoustic Environmental Measurements 

Data Signals and Digital Data Fields 

B 

Figure 1 

1111 
0010 
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0010 0010 1110 0010 
0010 0011 1110 1010 
0010 0100 1111 0100 
0010 0101 0001 1100 

0010 0110 0100 0011 
0010 0111 1111 0000 

0010 1000 1111 1010 
0010 1001 1111 0101 

0010 1010 1110 0010 
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0010 1101 0001 1100 

0010 1110 0100 0011 
0010 1111 0000 0000 

0011 0000 1111 0000 
0011 0001 1111 IOIO 

11 0000 
00 1111 
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01 illl 

Figure 1. Data -domain displays. (A) 
Elementary display pattern. (B) Check of 
a dual -clock operation displayed on 
screen of a data -domain analyzer. 

Figure 2. The schematic for a simple 
type of oscilloscope. 
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Figure 3. The components needed for the circuit in Figure 2. 
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(A) Single -beam tube. 
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(B) Dual -beam tube. 
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(C) Light analogy to the crt beam -focusing system. 
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Figure 4. Two basic types of a CRT. (A) Single -beam tube. (B) Dual -beam tube. (C) 
Light analogy to the CRT beam -focusing system. 

Therefore, vertical and hori- 
zontal amplifiers are required 
in the great majority of ap- 
plications. 

2. Single -ended drive to a CRT 
results in variation of the fo- 
cus (astigmatism) from one 
region of the screen to an- 
other. Accordingly, good fo- 
cus requires push-pull (bal- 
anced or double -ended) drive 
to the CRT deflection plates. 

3. Unless an external sawtooth 
generator is used, the ar- 
rangement in Figure 2 can 
display only Lissajous pat- 

terns and related waveforms. 
Because most applications 
use voltage -time displays, it 
is desirable or necessary to in- 
clude a linear time base in the 
oscilloscope arrangement. 

4. Although Lissajous figures 
are often self -synchronized, 
most voltage -time displays 
will not be synchronized 
(locked) on the CRT screen 
unless the time base is au- 
tomatically kept in step with 
the displayed waveform. In 
turn, it is desirable or neces- 
sary to include a synchroniz- 

ing network in the oscillo- 
scope arrangement. 

5. In many applications, it is 
helpful or necessary to move 
the pattern about on the CRT 
screen, in order to adjust the 
height of the pattern, or to 
adjust the length of the pat- 
tern. Hence, a general-pur- 
pose oscilloscope must in- 
clude vertical and horizon- 
tal -positioning controls, ver- 
tical -gain control(s), and 
horizontal -gain control(s). 

6. Applications in state-of-the- 
art electronic circuitry often 
require that a selected inter- 
val of a waveform be "picked 
out" and expanded on the 
CRT screen. Therefore, mod- 
ern oscilloscopes generally 
have triggered sweeps. 

7. Service data generally speci- 
fy peak -to -peak voltage val- 
ues of waveforms, and some 
applications require time 
measurements from one 
point on a waveform to an- 
other (for example, rise -time 
measurements are sometimes 
required). Accordingly, mod- 
ern oscilloscopes generally 
provide calibrated vertical - 
step attenuators, and cali- 
brated time bases. 

8. Some applications are facili- 
tated by simultaneous display 
of input/output waveforms, 
by simultaneous display of a 
complete waveform and, al- 
so, an expanded portion of a 
selected interval, or by simul- 
taneous display of a reference 
waveform and related wave- 
forms within a system. In 
turn, it is sometimes desirable 
or necessary to provide dual - 
trace display in an oscillo- 
scope. Moreover, in digital - 
electronic applications, multi- 
channel displays are provided 
by data -domain -type oscillo- 
scopes. 

Cathode-ray tubes 
Two basic types of cathode-ray 

tubes are used in the majority of 
oscilloscopes, as depicted in Figure 
4. The most common type is the 
single -beam tube, comprising an 
electron gun with a cathode, 
heater and control grid, followed 
by a focusing anode, an acceler- 
ating anode, vertical -deflection 
plates, horizontal -deflection 
plates, and a fluorescent screen. 
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The electron beam is electro- 
statically focused and deflected in 
this design. Lab -type oscilloscopes 
may employ a dual -beam tube, 
which includes two electron guns, 
two sets of anodes, and two sets of 
deflecting plates (Figure 4B). Each 
basic type of CRT has certain ad- 
vantages in particular applica- 
tions. When a dual -beam CRT is 
used, two patterns can be 
displayed on the screen just as if 
two separate oscilloscopes were 
being employed. On the other 
hand, when a single -beam CRT is 
used, two patterns must be time- 
shared in order to have a simul- 
taneous display, as shown in 
Figure 5. In alternate -channel 
operation, one complete waveform 
is traced on the screen; then, 
another complete waveform is 
traced; the first waveform is then 
completely retraced, and so on. 
However, in chopped operation 
(Figure 5B), the two waveforms 
are rapidly sampled, and succes- 
sive samples are displayed on the 
screen, as indicated. 

High -frequency waveforms are 
displayed to their best advantage 
by alternate -channel operation in 
the dual -trace mode; conversely, 
low -frequency waveforms can be 
displayed with less flicker by 
chopped operation in the dual - 
trace mode. When precise phase 
measurements are made between 
Channel A and Channel B displays, 
a single -beam CRT provides better 
accuracy than a dual -beam CRT. 
In addition, persistence is a factor 
that enters into consideration. As 
the CRT beam moves across the 
face of the tube in response to 
voltages on the deflection plates, 
the corresponding spot of light 
also moves. If this movement is 
fast enough, the spot (or succes- 
sion of dots) appears us a con- 
tinuous trace or line of light. The 
blending of successive positions of 
the spot into an apparently con- 
tinuous trace is due to two factors: 

1. Persistence of the phosphor 
used in fabrication of the 
screen. 

2. Persistence of vision. 
Persistence of vision is the ability 
of the human eye to see any object 
or spot of light at its original posi- 
tion for a fraction of a second after 
it has moved. Similarly, the per- 
sistence of phosphor is its brief 
glow after the electron beam has 
left its initial spot. 

CHANNEL A 

CHANNEL B 

A 

BEAM LEVEL 

SWITCHING 

CHANNEL A 

B 

NN?, B 

BEAM LEVEL 

SWITCHING 

Figure 5. Dual -trace modes of operation. (A) Alternate channel operation. (B) 
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In general-purpose oscillo- 
scopes, the blending of the spot in- 
to a line is due almost entirely to 
the persistence of vision. In 
special-purpose oscilloscopes, a 
CRT with a long -persistence 
phosphor may be used, and elec- 
trical phenomena of short duration 
and nonrepetitive form can be 
displayed. (Special storage -type 
oscilloscopes can retain a selected 
pattern on -screen for an hour or 
more; the stored pattern can be 
erased at any desired time.) 

The phosphor most commonly 
used in the CRT of an oscilloscope 
is termed Pl, and is rated for 
medium persistence. P5 is a 
phosphor of short persistence; P7 
has a long persistence. Some 
phosphors, such as P4 (commonly 
used in TV picture tubes) and Pll 
(which provides a blue trace that is 
easily photographed) are widely 
used. Other types of phosphors 
produce green traces and red 
traces. These are used in color -TV 
picture tubes. Colored traces also 
find an application in special- 
purpose CRTs for particular mili- 
tary operations. 

One of the special CRTs used in 
storage -type oscilloscopes uses a 
metal mesh construction behind 
the fluorescent screen, as shown in 
Figure 6. The intensity of the elec- 
trostatic field in the apertures of 
the metal mesh determines 
whether the flood -gun electron 
emission will penetrate to the 
fluorescent screen. The metal 
mesh is usually operated at zero 
volts so that the flood -gun emis- 
sion cannot go through to the 
fluorescent screen. However, the 
radiation from the trace that has 
been written on the screen 
modifies the electrostatic field in- 
tensity in the apertures of the 
metal mesh. The field intensity in 
the apertures that are behind the 
pattern on the screen has less 
repelling action on the electrons 
from the flood gun. In turn, the 
flood -gun electrons can pass 
through these apertures. The 
aluminized coating behind the 
phosphor viewing screen, in turn, 
accelerates the flood -gun elec- 
trons, and these electrons main- 
tain the pattern that is glowing on 
the screen for an indefinite period. 
If the operator wishes to erase the 
pattern, he pushes a bias control 
that biases off the metal mesh so 
that no flood -gun electrons can 

pass. In turn, the glowing pattern 
disappears from the screen. Note 
that the flood -gun electrons that 
do not pass through the metal 
mesh are collected by the collector 
mesh. 

Storage -type oscilloscopes pro- 
vide improved displays in various 
applications. Even a brief 
nonrepetitive transient can be cap- 
tured and "frozen" on the screen of 
a storage -type CRT. The storage 
mode of operation is advantageous 
for observing changes in a signal, 
to compare the result of making a 
circuit adjustment, to compare the 
performance of two or more equip- 
ment setups, to compare an ar- 
bitrary waveform against a stan- 
dard waveform, for reducing 
flicker in the display of waveforms 
with low repetition rates, for effec- 
tively displaying digital signals 
that have a low duty cycle, for 
reducing noise interference on a 
recurrent waveform, and for 
monitoring intermittent condi- 
tions. 

Graph patterns 
To use a simple analogy, the 

electron beam can be considered 
as pencil writing upon the screen 
of the CRT according to the 
voltage on the deflection plates. 
When a horizontal -deflection 
system is used (and practically no 
oscilloscope is built without one), 
the trace on the screen is really a 
graph. Graphs are now so com- 
monplace that hardly a person has 
not seen one. Some examples are 
the temperature graphs and elec- 
trocardiographs used in hospitals, 
or the sales graphs of a business 
office. 

The reader probably has drawn 
graphs in school; he will remember 

that they show two sets of data 
with the values of one set varying 
in some fashion as the other set 
varies. One set of values is plotted 
along the horizontal or X-axis on 
the graph paper, and the other set 
is plotted along the vertical or 
Y-axis. The located points are then 
connected to form a continuous 
graph. The action of the 
oscilloscope in tracing a response 
curve is so similar to this that some 
oscilloscopes even have inputs 
marked "X -amplifier" and 
"Y -amplifier." 

This comparison is a good point 
to remember. When confusing in- 
dications are seen on the 
oscilloscope screen, it may help if 
the operator remembers that the 
oscilloscope is plotting time 
horizontally and voltage vertically 
to produce a graphical account of 
the operating conditions of the cir- 
cuit. Usually it is unnecessary to 
know exactly how much time is 
represented by the horizontal 
travel of the trace, as long as the 
beam is uniform in its rate of 
travel; but, if necessary, this time 
can be determined accurately and 
for very short intervals. 

Figure 7 shows a graph of one 
cycle of voltage having a frequen- 
cy of 60Hz. Instantaneous voltage 
is plotted above or below the X or 
horizontal axis; elapsed time is 
plotted to the right of the vertical 
axis (Y) and measured in fractions 
of a second. The peak voltage is 
taken as 1 to simplify plotting the 
graph. This curve is called a sine 
curve because the amplitude or Y 
value at any point on the curve 
equals the maximum value of E (in 
this case, 1) times the sine of the X 
value at that point. (X must be con- 
verted to degrees, with one corn - 
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Figure 6. The metal 
mesh design of a 
storage -type CRT. 
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plete cycle equaling 360 degrees.) 
Practically all oscilloscopes have 

a graticule mounted in front of the 
face of the CRT. The graticule is 
commonly ruled like a sheet of 
graph paper. The vertical intervals 
are used to measure voltage, and 
the horizontal intervals are used to 
measure time in typical applica- 
tions. Because the plastic graticule 
is mounted in front of the fluores- 
cent screen in most oscilloscopes, 
you must view the pattern in a line 
exactly perpendicular to the 
screen to minimize parallax error. 
If you view the screen obliquely, 
the parallax error can be ap- 
preciable in using the graticule. To 
avoid this source of evaluation er- 
ror, some modern CRTs have 
parallax -free graticules. This is 
done by having the graticule ruled 
on the inner surface of the CRT 
face. 

Even when a parallax -free 
graticule is used in a CRT, there 
remains a practical limit to the 
precision with which the operator 
can read the scale. Therefore, 
some lab -type oscilloscopes are 
provided with a digital readout. 
This function employs micropro- 

E., +10 

+0.5 
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0.5 

-1.0 
11240 1/60 

Figure 7. Graph of one 
cycle of power -line 

r voltage. Frequency is 
60Hz. 

cessor circuitry to "spell -out" 
highly precise waveform data 
automatically, either on an LED 
panel located below the CRT, or as 
numerals "written" on the CRT 
screen. For example, a CRT 
readout can tell the operator 
precisely what vertical sensitivity 
is being used, what time -base 
speed is in use, what pulse width is 
being displayed, what the precise 
rise time may be, what repetition 
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rate is being displayed, and so on. 
In other words, a CRT readout 
"does the figuring" for the scope 
operator, and displays a more 
precise answer. It also reduces 
measurement setup time, and 
avoids the possibility of a calcula- 
tion error. In other words, a digital 
readout, as illustrated in Figure 8, 
combines the function of a conven- 
tional oscilloscope with that of a 
digital counter for an elapsed -time 
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INTENSITY MARKERS 

(ELAPSED TIME FROM ti TO t2 IS INDICATED( 

Figure 8. An ex- 
ample of a 
digital readout 
for the elapsed 
time between 
two intensity 
markers in an 
oscilloscope 
pattern. 

indication. In this example, the 
readout is 1.920 - 6, indicating 
1.920 microseconds (1.920 x 10-6 

second). 
An oscilloscope with a CRT 

readout features on -screen 
numerical displays that are pro- 
duced by scanning action under 
the control of integrated -circuit 
character generators. To display a 
number on the CRT screen, the 
electron beam must be turned on 
and off during appropriate inter- 
vals. It is standard practice to use 
7 -segment digits, as shown in 
Figure 9. 

The total number of time inter- 
vals that are employed for digit 
formation determines the com- 
plexity of the IC character 
generator(s). The 7 -segment digits 
are produced as shown in Figure 
9B. Each segment of a digit is 
comprised of straight lines that fall 
along either the horizontal or the 
vertical axis. Thus, four vertical 
segments occupy two time periods 
during the horizontal -scanning se- 
quence; they occur at the same 
time on every line. Note that the 
three horizontal segments also oc- 
cupy the same time periods on the 
horizontal scan. Observe in Figure 
9B that the adjoining segments 

A 

DIRECTION 
OF SCAN 

Figure 9. Operation of the digital 
readout on an oscilloscope 
screen. 

may be proportioned so that their 
ends overlap, thereby avoiding 
"breaks" in the character display. 
Both the horizontal and the ver- 
tical scanning periods of each digit 
are divided into eight time slots 
(Figure 9C). Each of the vertical 
time slots comprises an even 
number of horizontal scan lines, in 
a typical design. The first two 
horizontal time slots and the first 
vertical time slot in each digit are 
blank in this example. The top, 
center and lower horizontal 
segments occupy the third through 
the eighth horizontal time slots 
during the second, fifth and eighth 
vertical time slots. The left and 
right vertical segments occupy the 
third and eighth horizontal time 
slots. Also, the left and right ver- 
tical segments occupy the second 
through the fifth time slots, and 
the fifth through the eighth time 
slots, with an overlap during the 
fifth time slot. 

The more elaborate oscilloscopes 
often have edge -lighted graticules. 
The graticule is fabricated from 
lucite, and several red light bulbs 
are mounted around the edge of 
the graticule. A control is provided 
for varying the light intensity. 
When the scale -illumination con - 

4 VERTICAL 
TIME SLOTS 

4 VERTICAL 

TIME SLOTS 

trol is turned down, the graticule 
is almost invisible, and only the 
green fluorescent pattern is in 
evidence. On the other hand, when 
the scale -illumination control is 
turned up, the graticule rulings 
are displayed as red lines over the 
green waveform. The adjustable 
light intensity facilitates the 
photography of waveforms. The 
distinction between lab -type and 
service -type oscilloscopes has 
become less marked than in the 
past. State-of-the-art, service -type 
scopes have display and operating 
features that were formerly pro- 
vided only by lab -type scopes. 
Also, modern lab -type scopes are 
far more sophisticated and ver- 
satile than their predecessors. 

Writing speed 
An important characteristic of 

all oscilloscopes should be men- 
tioned - the reaction speed of the 
electron beam to any applied 
voltage. The beam possesses very 
little inertia. For all practical pur- 
poses, it can be said to have no in- 
ertia; consequently, it responds 
almost instantaneously to the im- 
pulse of the deflection voltages. 
This is the property that enables 
the trace to follow every variation 
of the applied signal, no matter 
how suddenly the signal may 
change direction or amplitude. 

How readily the beam changes 
direction while moving at high 
speed can be shown by the follow- 
ing example. Assume an 
oscilloscope has a sweep frequency 
of 30kHz and a horizontal 
amplification capable of expanding 
the trace to four times the screen 
width. (Many oscilloscopes will ex- 
ceed both specifications.) For a 
5 -inch oscilloscope, this means the 
trace is equal to 20 inches in length 
although only five inches of the 
center can be seen. The beam 
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sweeps these 20 inches in 1/30,000 
second-actually, in even less time 
since some time is lost in retrace. 
Thus, the beam is sweeping the 
tube at a "writing speed" of 
600,000 inches per second, or a lit- 
tle faster than 34,000 miles per 
hour. The retrace time usually is 
less than trace time; accordingly, 
the retrace speed would be much 
greater. However, the retrace is 
seldom used for viewing and, 
therefore, is not considered when 
discussing writing speed. 

Input impedance 
Another important characteris- 

tic of the oscilloscope is its high in- 
put impedance. This is desirable in 
any voltage -measuring instru- 
ment, for it means the instrument 
will have a minimum loading or 
disturbing effect on any circuit to 
which it is connected. The vertical 
amplifier input impedance of a 
conventional oscilloscope may 
have any value from 1 to 5M( 
shunted by 25 to 50pF. If con- 
nected directly to the deflection 
plates, the impedance may be as 
high as 10M2 shunted by 15pF. 
The input impedance at the ver- 
tical amplifier can be increased by 
the use of high -impedance probes. 

A block diagram of a general- 
purpose oscilloscope is shown in 
Figure 10. This is a greatly 
simplified diagram with several 
features combined in each section. 
The focus, intensity, and position- 
ing circuits are not shown; they 
have been considered as part of 
the low -voltage power supply. The 
step and vernier attenuators 
usually are associated with the 
vertical and horizontal amplifiers. 
Triggering and synchronizing of 
the sweep oscillator are considered 
part of the sweep oscillator. 

As noted previously, an 
oscilloscope could be made of a 
CRT and a power supply only. 
Such an oscilloscope would be ex- 
tremely limited in the ways it could 
be used. The signal input would 
have to be made directly to the de- 
flection plates, and a comparative- 
ly strong signal would be 
necessary to deflect the electron 
beam a usable amount. After ad- 
ding vertical and horizontal 
amplifiers and a horizontal - 
deflection system to provide a time 
base, the oscilloscope may be used 
for an increased number of ap- 
plications. The oscilloscope can 

respond to very weak input 
signals, and general-purpose 
oscilloscopes sometimes have a 
vertical -deflection sensitivity of 15 
millivolts rms per inch or less. 

The appearance of the front 
panel of a basic oscilloscope is 
shown in Figure 11. Although 
numerous controls are provided on 
the front panel, the instrument is 
not difficult to operate. To an- 
ticipate any subsequent discussion, 
a half dozen, or even more, of the 
controls may remain at reference 
settings during a series of tests. 

Therefore, do not jump to the con- 
clusion that an oscilloscope is more 
difficult to operate than a TV 
receiver, for example. In fact, a 
service -type oscilloscope is easier 
to operate than a color -TV 
receiver. 

When the oscilloscope is proper- 
ly connected and adjusted, it gives 
a visible indication of the 
amplitude, frequency, phase, and 
waveform of the signal at any par- 
ticular point in a circuit. An instru- 
ment providing as much informa- 
tion as this to a knowledgeable 
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user is a powerful tool indeed. 
There is probably no phase of elec- 
tronics where it has not proved 
useful for designing, testing, or 
servicing. 

Cathode-ray tube operation 
Although a CRT operates at a 

comparatively high voltage (in the 
range from 1kV to 5kV, depending 
upon the particular design), the 
CRT draws comparatively little 
current from the high -voltage sup- 
ply, even with the beam -intensity 
control advanced substantially. 
Thus, the current demand from 
the high -voltage power supply in a 
service -type oscilloscope never ex- 
ceeds 2mA or 3mA. The normal 
operating voltages for a CRT in a 
top -performance lab -type oscillo- 
scope are noted in Figure 12. 

A modern 5 -inch CRT has, exter- 
nally, four parts: the base, the 
neck, the bulb and a face or 

screen. Inside the neck is the gun 
structure. The gun contains all the 
electrodes for forming, shaping 
and directing the electron beam 
that strikes the fluorescent screen 
of the tube. 

Applying the proper voltage to 
the various electrodes of the gun 
produces a beam that is brought to 
a focus in a small spot on the tube 
screen. The beam intensity is con- 
trolled by the voltage on the con- 
trol grid. Figure 13 is a perspec- 
tive drawing showing how the 
electron beam passes through the 
space between the deflection 
plates on its path to the screen. 
With all deflection plates at the 
same electrical potential, the beam 
will pass along the axis of the 
deflection -plate assembly and 
strike the center of the screen. 

If one plate of a pair of deflection 
plates is made more positive or 
negative than the other, the elec- 
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Figure 10. Block 
diagram of a 
general-purpose 
oscilloscope. 
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Figure 12. Terminal voltages for a 
CRT in a high-performance lab - 
type oscilloscope. 

Figure 14. The electron beam, be- 
ing negative, is always attracted 
by the positive -charged deflection 
plate and repelled by the negative - 
charged deflection plate. 

Figure 13. Path of electron beam 
through deflection -plate assem- 
bly. 

50 VOLTS 

100 VOLTS 

Figure 15. The amount of deflec- 
tion is directly proportional to the 
voltage applied to the plates. 

tron beam is attracted toward the 
positive plate and repelled from 
the negative plate (Figure 14), 
because unlike electrical charges 
attract and like charges repel each 
other. The electron beam is always 
negative and, therefore, is always 
attracted to the positive plate. The 
amount of deflection varies direct- 
ly with the magnitude of the 
voltage on the deflection plates. 
For example, if a potential dif- 
ference of 50 volts between a pair 
of plates moves the beam one inch 
at the screen, 100 volts will move it 
two inches (Figure 15). 

Applying an alternating voltage 
to the vertical plates moves the 
beam and produces a vertical line 
from top to bottom of the screen. 
Similarly, the proper voltage ap- 
plied to the horizontal plates pro- 
duces a horizontal line across the 
screen. With proper voltages for 
both sets of plates, the beam can 
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Figure 11. Appearance of the front 
panel on a basic oscilloscope. 
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Figure 16. Given equal deflection 
voltages, deflection plates set 
nearest the base of the CRT will 
have a greater deflection sensitivi- 
ty than those farther away. 
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be made to move anywhere on the 
screen. 

Deflection sensitivity 
The deflection sensitivity of a 

CRT and of the entire oscilloscope 
determines the weakest signal that 
can be viewed successfully with 
the instrument. Anyone who has 
consulted a tube manual about 
CRTs may have noticed that 
deflection sensitivities can cover a 
wide range, depending on the 
voltages used. The sensitivities 
also differ for the two pairs of 
deflection plates, one sensitivity 
being greater than the other. For 
example, one tube manual lists the 
following sensitivities for a 5CP1- 
A CRT. When the voltage of anode 
No. 3 is twice that of anode No. 2, 
the sensitivity is 39 to 53 volts (dc) 
per inch for every thousand volts 
supplied to anode No. 2. This 
range applies to one set of deflec- 
tion plates. For the other set under 
the same voltage conditions, the 
sensitivity is 33 to 45 volts (dc) per 
inch per thousand volts supplied to 
anode No. 2. 

The pair of deflection plates hav- 
ing the greater sensitivity (that is, 
requiring the smaller number of 
volts per inch of deflection) is 
always the pair nearest the base of 
the tube. The reason can be readily 
seen by examining Figure 16. In 
this illustration, a pair of deflec- 
tion plates is shown in two dif- 
ferent positions, one (position A) 
being nearer the tube base than 
the other. If the applied voltage is 
the same for both positions, the 
electron beam will be deflected 
through an equal angle each time. 
With equal deflection angles, the 
deflection plates at position A 
swing a longer beam, thus giving a 
longer trace. 

Either pair of plates can be used 
for the vertical system; the rota- 
tional position of the tube about its 
long axis determines which pair. 
To obtain the highest possible 
deflection sensitivity for the ver- 
tical system, the CRT normally is 
positioned so that the pair of plates 
closest to the base produce the ver- 
tical deflection. The horizontal - 
deflection plates usually are driven 
by a stronger signal and are far- 
ther from the base than the 
vertical -deflection 
plates. 
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Hand Tools 
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Socket/Nut Drivers 
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Interpreting 
waveforms 

By Carl Babcoke, CET 

The approximate frequency 
response of an audio amplifier can 
be determined by using square 
waves as a test signal, and then 
comparing the input signal with 

the distorted output signal, using a 
dual -trace scope. This fast test is 
made possible by a practical appli- 
cation of time constants. A 
thorough understanding of time 
constants can explain capacitive 
reactance, and why some lines of 

CHARGE 

T 
I 

lA 

DISCHARGE 

R 

C 
DC VOLTAGE 
TO METER 

CAPACITOR INSTANTANEOUS VOLTAGES 

AFTER 1T, CHARGE VOLTAGE 
AFTER 2T, CHARGE VOLTAGE 
AFTER 3T, CHARGE VOLTAGE 
AFTER 4T, CHARGE VOLTAGE 
AFTER 5T, CHARGE VOLTAGE 

1B 

= 63.2% (OR DISCHARGE = 36.8%) 
= 86.5% (OR DISCHARGE = 13.5%) 
= 95% (OR DISCHARGE = 5%) 
= 98.2% (OR DISCHARGE = 1.8) 
= 99.3% (OR DISCHARGE = 0.7%) 

Figure 1. Time constants can be studied using this circuit. (A) With the switch at the 
discharge position, the capacitor is completely discharged. When the switch is 
changed to charge position, the battery causes current through the resistor and into 
the capacitor, which at this time is equivalent to a short circuit. Current is maximum, 
with the amount depending on the voltage and the resistance. Then the current flow- 
ing into the capacitor rapidly begins to develop a positive voltage that opposes cur- 
rent through the resistor. At the end of five time constants, the capacitor voltage vir- 
tually equals the supply voltage, and the current is zero. The capacitor now is com- 
pletely charged. When the switch is changed to discharge position, charge that had 
been stored in the capacitor flows back out through the resistor to ground. At the 
end of 10 total time constants, the capacitor again has zero voltage and zero current; 
it is discharged. (B) These are the capacitor voltages (in percentage of the supply 
voltage) at the end of each five charging time constants and the end of five discharg- 
ing time constants. By definition, a one -time -constant RC filter will provide those 
voltages. 

square waves are bent into curves 
as they pass through certain time - 
constant filters. Time constants 
deserve more than the minor 
coverage usually given in most 
textbooks. 

Time -constant basics 
When dc power is switched 

through a resistor to a capacitor 
(Figure 1), the voltage increase at 
the capacitor is not instantaneous. 
The time constant of resistance 
and capacitance (T = RC) deter- 
mines how rapidly the voltage 
rises. Maximum capacitor voltage 
is not attained during the first 
time constant, nor does the 
voltage increase at a linear rate. 
When the voltage rise is graphed, 
a curve whose voltage approaches 
the source voltage is formed. 

During capacitor charging, one 
time constant is the time required 
for the capacitor voltage to in- 
crease from zero to 63.2% of the 
supply voltage. During the second 
time constant, the voltage in- 
creases 63.2% of the remaining 
36.8% (or 23.3%), bringing the 
voltage up to 86.5% at the end of 
the second time constant. The re- 
maining difference between source 
and capacitor voltage now is 
13.5% of the source voltage. In one 
more time constant the capacitor 
voltage increases 63.2% of the 
13.5%, producing 8.5% that is 
added to the previous 86.5% to 
provide 95% of the supply voltage 
at the capacitor after the first 
three time constants. The final two 
time constants are calculated by 
the same 63.2% increase of the re- 
maining voltage, so after five time 
constants, the capacitor -charging 
voltage is 99.3%, and it is con - 
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sidered completely charged for all 
practical purposes. According to 
theory, the voltage on the 
capacitor will never quite reach 
the source voltage but approaches 
closer and closer as long as it is 
connected. 

A second method of studying 
time constants is based on 
capacitor -discharge voltage. If a 
charged capacitor is discharged 
through a resistor, its voltage will 
drop by 36.8% after the first time 
constant (Figure 1). Also, time 
constants can be specified in 
capacitor -charging or capacitor - 
discharging current. The current 
curve will be the inverse of the 
voltage curve. 

Incidentally, the mathematics of 
time constants is simplified if you 
assume a supply voltage of 
100Vdc, thus using one voltage 
and one percentage figure for each 
calculation. 

Time -constant formulas 
The time constant (T in seconds) 

TIME -CONSTANT FORMULAS 
T = R times C R=T/C C=T/R 

RESISTANCE 
ohms times 
ohms times 
kilohms times 
megohms times 
megohms times 

CAPACITANCE 
farads equals 
microfarads equals 
microfarads equals 
microfarads equals 
picofarads equals 

TIME CONSTANT 
seconds 
microseconds 
milliseconds 
seconds 
microseconds 

DIVISIONS OF A SECOND 
one millisecond equals 0.001s 
one microsecond equals 0.000001s 
one nanosecond equals 0.000000001s 
one picosecond equals 0.000000000001s 

Table 1. These time -constant formulas and conversions are needed for calculations. 

equals the resistance (R in ohms) 
times the capacitance (C in farads). 
Briefly, this is T = RC. However, 
the formula can be rewritten as 

Symcures Wanted 
Electronic Servicing and Technology 
needs a broader variety of television Symcures. 
Especially needed are reports of Quasar, 
General Electric, Sylvania (or Philco), Sony Sears 
and Magnavox. 

Symcures are, by definition, solutions to 
problems that have been encountered during the 
repair of more than one television set of the 
same make and model, and that may reasonably be 
expected to be a source of recurrent failure. 

Please give the brand, model number, 
Photofact number, a brief description of the 
symptoms, a rough hand -drawn schematic of the 
area containing the defect, and a short 
description of the cure (including whether the 
defective component was open, leaky, shorted or 
intermittent). 

ES&T editors will adapt the material to the 
Symcure format and have Photofact-style 
schematics prepared. 

Send seven Symcures each time. Only six will 
be published, but the extra gives the editor a 
spare for one already printed in the past (or 
otherwise not suitable to the format). $30 will be 
paid for each page of six actually published 
(remember to include full name and address). 

Send to: Symcure Department 
Electronic Servicing and Technology 
P.O. Box 12901 
Overland Park, Kansas 66212 

R = T/C or C = T/R. 
Time constants are unwieldy 

when expressed in seconds, ohms 
and farads. Table 1 shows several 

UNIVERSAL CRT ADAPTER 
NOW YOU CAN USE YOUR CRT/RESTORER/ 

REJUVENATOR/CLEANER ON ANY COLOR CRT 
YOU DO NOT NEED TO BUY A NEW CRT TESTER. 

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS 
"THIS IS THE ONLY ADAPTER YOU WILL NEED" 

-USE ON NEW IN -LINE & ONE -GUN TUBES- 

If your tester is the CLEANER/RESTORER type or the REJUVENATE type, you can 
use the function on your present machine or any Color Tube listed from a 9" to a 
26," including foreign types. Checks Quintrex, Japanese Miniature Base, Japanese 
In -Line, Sylvania, and GE 90 Degree Inline, New Sony Trinitron, Zenith Special In - 
line, European 110 degree in -line, Sylvania 100 degree Color Tri -Potential, RCA 90 
degree In -line, 110 degree Color, 90 degree Button Base, Large Trinitron, Small 
Trinitron. 

Use with CRT Tester/Restorer/Rejuvenator. 
CHECKS: OUINTREX-IN-LINE - TRINITRON - TRI 

POTENTIAL - PINLESS -JAPANESE-EUROPEAN 
90°; 100°, 110° ALL CRTs 

VIDEO GAMES-COMPUTER TERMINALS, COLOR T.V. 
SIZES 9" thru 26" SCREENS. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEED 
to solve all your CRT Testing problems, Obsolescence Proof Perpetual Set -Up 

Manual, CA28 Adapter Kit with Sockets. 

CHECKS OVER 2200 COLOR TYPES 
REPLACES OVER 50 ADAPTERS 

B & K, BELTRON, SENCORE, 
RCA, ALL OTHERS 

Call Toll Free 
1.800.331.9658 

Comes with complete EASY -to -follow 
Instruction Manual and Picture Tube Index. 

A MUST FOR THE TV TECHNICIAN 
CALL US OR WRITE 

COD, Send Check or Money Order. CA -28 Kit $61.95, add $2.00 
shipping and handling. Visa & Mastercard accepted. 

DANDY MANUFACTURING CO. 
1313 North Main Street, Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401 
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alternate specifications. For the 
time constants used later in this 
article, the formula becomes: T 
(time in microseconds) equals R 
(resistance in ohms) times C 
(capacitance in microfarads). Most 
calculators can handle these 
figures easily. 

Electronics books usually show 
drawings of capacitor -charging 
and capacitor -discharging curves. 
In this article, however, the draw- 
ing is performed by a B&K- 
Precision oscilloscope (Figure 2). 
(The light and dark values of the 
trace are reversed for clarity.) 
Each horizontal graticule division 
represents one time constant, 
while each vertical division 
represents 24% of the input 
voltage. 

Ac or do pulses? 
Someone might question the use 

of switched do voltage (zero or 
positive) in Figure 1 and the sub- 
stitution of ac square waves in 
Figure 2. It certainly is true that 
the Figure 1 switching produces do 
square waves having zero voltage 
at the bottom and maximum sup- 
ply voltage at the waveform's top 
(Figure 3A). This can be an advan- 
tage if you wanted to verify the 
voltage at the end of each time 
constant; the time constant could 
be made so long that an elec- 
trostatic voltmeter could actually 
measure the constantly changing 
voltage. 

Fortunately, the use of ac square 
waves (Figure 3B) allows conven- 
ient and rapid measurements of 
reasonable accuracy by viewing 
them on a scope screen. Actually, 
the presence or absence of do with 
the square waves does not affect 
the waveform on the scope. This 
was proved in a practical test that 
added do voltages (varied from 
zero to double the waveform 
amplitude) to ac square waves. No 
change was noted on the scope 
screen, even when do coupling was 
used. 

Voltage and current 
relationships 

Figure 4 shows the relationships 
between voltage and current over 
10 time constants. Repetition rate 
of the square waves and the 
precise time constant were ehosen 

Figure 2. This textbook curve shows capacitor -charging voltage at the left and 
capacitor -discharging voltage at the right. Each horizontal graticule division 
represents one time constant. A 500µs time constant was used. Compare the 
voltages at the end of each time constant against the theoretical list in Figure 1. The 
accuracy of the scope curve is very good. 

Figure 3. Adjustable dc voltages were added to the test square waves to verify that 
dc voltage did not affect the filtered waveforms. (A) These are dc square waves, such 
as found in digital circuits. No differences were noted in the waveforms from 
lowpass and highpass filters when dc square waves were used or (B) when the dc 
voltages were removed. (Invisible vertical lines have beer touched up.) 
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5TC 

CAPACITOR -CHARGING 
DC VOLTAGE (5TC) 

CAPACITOR -CHARGING 

SQUARE WAVES 
FROM 

GENERATOR 

5TC 

CAPACITOR - 
DISCHARGING 

ADC VOLTAGE (5TC) 

CURRENT i V CAPACITOR - 
DISCHARGING 
CURRENT 

Figure 4. Voltage and current curves during five charging time constants and five 
discharging time constants are shown. Arrows show movement of the scope beam. 

Troubleshooting Tips Wanted 

Electronic Servicing and Technology 
needs additional consumer -product 
Troubleshooting Tips. Most types of 
case histories are suitable, especially 
those with unique, puzzling or 
misleading symptoms. 

List the brand, model and Photofact 
number followed by a narrative tel ing 
the original conditions or symptoms, 
the various troubleshooting steps, and 
the components replaced to restore the 
original performance. Please include a 
simple hand -drawn schematic of the 
stage that has a defect. 

$5 will be paid for each 
Troubleshooting Tips published. Your 
name and city will be listed, unless you 
ask to remain anonymous. 

Send all Troubleshooting Tips to: 

Troubleshooting Tips Department 
Electronic Servicing and Technology 
P.O. Box 12901 
Overland Park, KS 66212 

to provide the classical charge/dis- 
charge waveshape. Of course, 
many other variations of curves 
are produced by time constants of 
different durations and by square 
waves of other repetition rates. 
Specific combinations can clarify 
capacitive reactance and other im- 
portant subjects. Before examin- 
ing these, let's look at a sequence 
of waveforms from a progression 
of time constants. 

Lowpass filters 
and square waves 

A series of time constants can be 
obtained by varying both the 
resistor and the capacitor values. 
Or one capacitor can be used and 
the resistance changed for each 
time constant. Alternatively, a 
fixed resistor can be used for all 
filters, while the time constant is 
varied by selecting a different 
capacitance. Also, the effects of 
various time constants can be ob- 
tained by using one time constant 
while changing the repetition rate 
of the square waves; a method that 

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS 
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1.800.327-0224 

G.E., SYLVANIA, ZENITH, RCA,75% OFF LIST NEW -BOXED 
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D 2SD870 ...$4.75 790 $1.50 D HA1396 $5.50 
D 2SD871 ...$5.50 793 $1.95 HA1398 $4.95 

AN5210 ...$6.50 809 $2.40 UPC1181 $1.00 
D AN5310 ...$3.95 D 819 $2.25 E UPC1182 $1.00 
D AN5320 ...$3.25 D 820 $2.25 

AN5435 ...$2.95 D 848 $2.95 
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UPC1185H $3.50 
UPC1367 $3.25 

D UPC1368H2 $3.95 

Exact Rep. for SG613 5 for $35.00 
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3 Amp 1000 PIV Rectifiers 100 for $15.95 
2.5 Amps 1000 PIV Rectifiers 100 for $8.95 
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was not used in Figure 5 because 
the generator's waveshape varied 
slightly over the required band of 
repetition rates. 

All waveforms in this article and 
most of the data were produced us- 
ing a precision 20K 1% resistor 
(constructed from several paral- 
leled resistors), various capaci- 
tances of appropriate values, and 
200Hz repetition -rate square 
waves. 

All capacitances were measured 
by a B&K-Precision model 820 
digital capacitance meter. The 
200Hz square waves came from a 
B&K-Precision E -310B sine - 
square generator. A Sencore SC61 
waveform analyzer measured the 
signal frequencies so they could be 
maintained to better than 0.4% ac- 
curacy. (The SC61 counter has 
much higher accuracy, but the 
generator drifted slightly.) All 
waveforms were photographed 
from a model 1535 B&K-Precision 
scope with attached scope camera. 

Figure 5 shows six pairs of 
waveform photographs. All ver- 
tical lines have been touched up to 
make them visible. In each photo- 
graph, the top trace shows the 
generator's square wave, while the 
output of the time -constant 
lowpass filter is shown by the bot- 
tom trace. The same precision 
20k12 resistor was used for these 
six tests. The measured capac- 
itances are listed, along with the 
time constants in microseconds. 

Additional information in Figure 
5 includes the repetition frequency 
that would produce a similar wave- 
form if the time constant was 
500µs. As a reminder that the ef- 
fect of filters on square wave 
waveforms depends both on the 
repetition rate and on the time 
constant of the filter, the time con- 
stants are listed that can provide 
identical waveforms (to those 
shown) when the repetition rate is 
changed to 2000Hz. A table lists 
the sine wave frequency responses 
of the six filters. 

A short summary of lowpass 
filter effects (and how to evaluate 
the waveshapes) is provided in 
Figure 6, which shows four curves 
superimposed on one cycle of a 
square wave. 

Visual perspectives 
In actual servicing, most 

5C 

5D 

R ---/,/ 
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5G 

20K 1% I 
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245µs 

ITC = 500µs 

1340µs 

7...eneN4j 

eMIMI 

4240µs 

5F _ 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF TIME -CONSTANT 
LOWPASS FILTERS 

Sine 
wave 
test 
frequency 

All readings in decibels 
Figure numbers 

5A 5B 5C 5D 5E 5F 
20Hz 0 0 0 0 - 0.1 - 1.2 
40Hz 0 0 0 0 - 0.5 - 3.4 
60Hz 0 0 0 0 - 0.8 - 5.3 
100Hz 0 0 0 - 0.5 - 2.3 - 8.6 
150Hz 0 0 0 0.8 - 3.8 -12.2 
200Hz 0 - 0.2 - 0.4 - 1.5 - 5.6 -15.3 
400Hz 0 - 0.2 - 1.5 - 4.0 -10.6 - 20.3 
800Hz 0 - 0.4 - 3.6 - 8.3 -16.1 - 26.1 
1600Hz - 0.2 - 1.3 - 7.8 -13.8 - 22.0 - 32.1 
3200Hz - 0.4 - 3.6 -13.2 -19.8 - 27.8 - 38.0 
6400Hz -1.5 - 7.8 -18.8 - 26.8 - 34.1 - 44.2 
12800 H z - 3.8 - 13.3 - 24.8 - 31.8 - 40.5 - 50.0 
16000Hz -5.1 -15.8 -26.8 -34.2 -42.0 -52.0 

5H 
0.02TC 0.11TC 0.5TC 1TC 2.7TC 8.5TC 

Figure 5. Six lowpass filters show 
how square waves change as the 
time constant is increased in 
steps. Remember, these 
waveforms will resemble the 
voltage charging/discharging 
curves of Figure 4. (A) A 0.0005µF 
capacitance have a 10µs time con- 
stant and barely rounded two cor- 
ners (marked with arrows). Watch 
these corners as the time con- 
stant is increased. 104 with 
200Hz square waves gave the 
same waveform as 5004 would at 
4Hz. Also, the same waveshape 
can be obtained at 2000Hz with a 
1µs time constant. (B) Increasing 
to 0.0028µF and 564 time cons- 
tant rounded the two corners even 
more. The same waveshape can 
be obtained with 5004 at 22.4Hz, 
and a time constant of 5.64 
would give the same waveshape 
at 2000Hz repetition rate. (C) With 
the time constant at 2454, the 
curve begins to resemble the 
classic textbook time -constant 
curve of Figure 2. A rep rate of 
98Hz would give the same 
waveform with 5004 TC. At 
2000Hz, 24.54 is needed for an 
identical waveshape. (D) A 5004 
time constant provides 10 time 
constants (totaling 50004) and 
forms the classic voltage charg- 
ing/discharging curves that are 
used in most explanations about 
time constants. No loss of output 
waveform height occurred in 
these four examples because full 
voltage was attained before the 
end of the positive peak. The same 
2000Hz waveshape can be ob- 
tained with a 504 time constant. 
(E) A long 13404 time constant 
slowed the rise of charging 
voltage until the positive peak had 
passed, thus the height is reduced 
to 72% of the input amplitude. 
The same waveshape can be ob- 
tained at 536Hz with a 5004 time 
constant, or at 2000Hz with a 
1344 time constant. (F) Increas- 
ing the time constant to 42404 
produced a triangular waveshape 
having almost perfectly straight 
lines. The actual amplitude 
relative to the input signal is 
shown by the center trace, while 
the lower trace has had the 
amplitude increased by increas- 
ing the scope gain. Such strong 
filtering also produces huge 
phase shifts when sine waves are 
used to replace square waves. A 
rep rate of 1696Hz produces the 
same waveshape with a 5004 
time constant. Also, 2000Hz with 
424 gives an identical 
waveshape. (G) The lowpass-filter 
schematic is similar to the test 
setup in Figure 1 with square 
waves used instead of a dcV 
source. (H) These are actual fre- 
quency response readings of the 
six TC filters. They show the areas 
where maximum phase shifts oc- 
cur (attenuation of 1dB or more). 
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waveforms are given only a cur- 
sory glance. However, first im- 
pressions can be misleading unless 
some precautions are taken. Ex- 
amine the three scope traces in 
Figure 7. Would you suspect that 
all three waveshapes might be 
identical? The top trace shows 
only slightly more than one cycle 
of a filtered square wave, but 
the height is very low, making 
analysis difficult. Three classi- 
cal charge/discharge curves are 
shown by the center trace. They 
are easy to recognize because the 
height of each separate curve is 
about equal to the width. When 

shown on the bottom trace, these 
same charge/discharge curves 
have sufficient height but are too 
narrow for rapid, accurate 
analysis, since there are about 15 
there. 

With exceptions of musical and 
vocal sounds that do not have 
regular repetition, and some 
digital signals that have no short 
repetition pattern, most scope 
waveforms should be examined 
with only one or two complete 
cycles visible, and with height ap- 
proximately equal to the width of 
one cycle. If the waveform is 
unusual, these suggestions can be 

Figure 6. Four different time -constant curves superim- 
posed on one square -wave cycle illustrate the effects of 
lowpass filters. (A) One cycle of a 200Hz square wave re- 
quires 500µs of time, and 10 time constants are needed 
(five charge and five discharge) to show time -constant 
operation properly. Therefore, a time constant of 500µs 
is needed to provide the classic capacitor charging/ 
discharging curve of B. However, curve A was produced 
by a 150µs time constant, which is 0.3 (or 30%) of the re- 
quired 500µs. Therefore, curve A should be identical to. 
curve B but compressed laterally onto 30% of the 
square wave's positive peak. Visually, this appears to be 
correct. (B) As stated, this is the classic curve from a 
500µs time constant, so it follows the instantaneous 
capacitor voltages listed in Figure 1. These two curves 
show that the time constant can be estimated by noting 
where during the square -wave cycle the capacitor - 
charging voltage reaches virtually 100%. Curve 1 

reaches the goal at 30% of the peak. Therefore, it had 
30% of 500µs, or 150µs time constant. Other values of 
less than one time constant can be estimated the same 
way. Obviously, the method is not practical where the 
full supply voltage never is reached (as with curves three 
and four). (C) Clearly, curve C was formed by a much 
longer time constant. The filter's actual time constant 
can be found approximately by measuring the percen- 
tage of the square -wave peak that was traced horizontal- 
ly before the voltage rose 63.2%. This horizontal 
distance represents one time constant, and the ratio of 
that to the square -wave peak provides the appoximate 
time in microseconds. One waveform was measured 
that way, and the answer was about 15% too high 
because it is difficult to know exactly where 63.2% is. 
(D) Curve D cannot be analyzed for time constant by the 
previous method because the capacitor -charging vol- 
tage does not rise to 63.2% before the positive peak has 
passed. Instead, the time constant can be determined 
by reducing the generator frequency until a classic 
charging/discharging curve (such as B) is produced. 
Then the time constant is one -tenth of the time for one 
square -wave cycle. Fair accuracy can be obtained by 
this method. 

modified slightly to make the 
waveform easier to examine. 

Dealing with do components 
Here's an important principle to 

remember about filtering 
waveforms that have a do compo- 
nent (dc waveforms). All do 
voltmeters, by their basic natures, 
operate as integrators. Therefore, 
do pulses or square waves will 
show an appropriate do voltage 
when measured by a do voltmeter. 
It follows that a do voltmeter will 
show identical readings at input 
and output of a lowpass filter 
(when all output loads are discon- 

Figure 7. All three scope traces show the same charg- 
ing/discharging waveshape. Only the center trace is easy to 
recognize and analyze. This illustrates the importance of ad- 
justing the scope waveform from the optimum height and 
number of cycles. 

Figure 8. When dc square waves (those with zero voltage at the 
bottom peaks) are filtered, the dc -voltage readings obtained 
from voltmeters will be identical for the unfiltered square 
waves and for all the filtered waveforms. That is because all dc 
waveforms have the same average voltage (dotted line). 
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Figure 9. A strong time -constant lowpass filter can reduce or eliminate switch -on 
and switch -off popping noises when B+ is turned on and off. Also, a large value 
capacitor (relative to the load) has a short-term voltage regulation action. 

netted). Lowpass filters do not 
change the average dcV level of dc 
waveforms. This statement was 
verified by dc -voltmeter readings 
and dc -scope waveforms. 

The Figure 8 waveforms were 
made with the scope adjusted to dc 
coupling. Zero voltage is at the 
bottom of the waveform, and the 
dc voltage measured half of the 
square -wave amplitude (no math is 
needed for that). After the signal 
passed through a one -time - 
constant lowpass filter, the dc - 
voltage reading at the filter's out- 
put was exactly the same voltage 
as the square waves alone. 

Next, a 4240µs filter was used, 
and the output dc voltage again 
was equal to the square waves dc 
voltage. Notice the low amplitude 
of the triangular waveform. All 
three test conditions produced the 
same dc voltage reading. 

Symmetrical waveshapes 
(triangles, square waves and sine 
waves) with zero at the bottom and 
positive dcV at the top have their 
average positive voltage exactly at 
the vertical center of the 
waveshape. A dotted line has been 
added to mark this average - 

voltage location in Figure 8. 
At first glance, it seems impossi- 

ble that the input square wave and 
the filtered charge/discharge 
curves could produce the same dc 
voltage. After all, one whole cor- 
ner is missing from the charge 
curve. Remember, this is dc, not 
ac, and so all parts of the 
waveform above the zero line con- 
tribute to the dc voltage. A dc 
square wave has full voltage for 
half a cycle and then zero voltage 
for the other half cycle, but the 
charge/discharge curves have par- 
tial voltage for a half cycle and a 
lower partial voltage for the other 
half cycle. In other words, both 
curves contribute dc voltage, not 
just one as is true with square 
waves. If you were to cut out the 
voltage -discharging part of the 
Figure 8 waveform and attempt to 
insert it into the missing corner of 
the voltage -charging curve, it 
would fit perfectly, and the two 
sections together would form a 
new square wave. 

Switching transients 
Lowpass filters can be useful in 

circuits other than audio 

PREVENT 
HI -TECH 
HEADACHES 

Our Isolators 
eliminate 
equipment 
interaction, 
clean up interference, 
curb damaging power line spikes and 
lightning bursts. 

ISO -1 Isolator 
3 isolated sockets; quality spike 
suppression; basic protection... $76.95 

ISO -3 Super -Isolator 
3 dual isolated sockets; suppressor; 
commercial protection 115.95 

ISO -17 Magnum Isolator 
4 quad isolated sockets; suppressor; 
laboratory grade protection 200.95 

r4-17, Electronic Specialists, Inc. 
171 S. Main St., Box 389, Natick, MA 01780 

Toll Free Order Desk 1-800-225-4876 
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amplifiers. For example, a lowpass 
filter might be included in B + cir- 
cuits to minimize clicks or pops at 
turn -on or turn-off. Figure 9 shows 
the waveshape obtained by such a 
circuit. Optimum values probably 
would be determined by experi- 
mentation, but such circuits can 
definitely reduce all instantaneous 
voltage changes on the B + line. 

Notice that the time -constant ca- 
pacitor has positive charging cur- 
rent at switch -on and then negative 
capacitor -discharging current at 
switch -off. In practice, the dis- 
charging current merely is added 
to the load current. 

Incidentally, the words positive 
and negative do not mean positive 
and negative voltage and current. 
Remember, nothing actually 
passes through any capacitor. Cur- 
rent comes in to charge the 
capacitor with voltage (positive 
current), and then during dis- 
charge, those same electrons move 
in the opposite direction out of the 
capacitor (negative current) to dis- 
charge the capacitor voltage into 
the load resistance. 

Notice that power is taken from 
the B + supply at switch -on to 
charge the filter capacitor, thus 
gradually applying voltage to the 
filtered B + . Then at switch -off, 
this power stored in the capacitor 
attempts to supply the load. In 
fact, the capacitor -stored power 
softens the otherwise abrupt drop 
to zero. 

This also explains how a large 
electrolytic capacitor that is 
floated on a low -current B + sup- 
ply can produce some degree of 
voltage regulation. The capacitor 
draws current and becomes 
charged. Then it waits, drawing no 
current until the voltage changes. 
If the voltage rises, the capacitor 
charges to the new voltage level, 
drawing charging current that 
helps reduce the voltage rise to a 
more moderate amount. However, 
when the voltage decreases, the 
capacitor discharges part of its 
current into the load, which mini- 
mizes the amount 
of voltage drop. 

The final installment of this Waveforms series of ar- 
ticles will be published in a future issue. That segment 
will cover the effects of highpass filters on square 
waves and current voltage relationships in capacitive 
circuits. Part 1 of this series appeared in the 
December 1983 ES&T. 

Satellite Communications, by 
Stan Prentiss; Tab Books; 288 
pages; $16.95 hardbound, $10.95 
paperback. 

This book covers the various 
disciplines of satellite communica- 
tions, including practical data on 
uplink and downlink transceivers 
and TVRO stations. Earth station 
basing diagrams, focal and Casse - 
grain feeds, low -noise amplifiers, 
downconverters, receivers and in- 
stallation instructions are covered. 

Chapters cover satellites in orbit 
and under construction, satellite 
signals, fixed satellite service, 
DBS service, transmitters and 
trapping, TVRO receivers, TVRO 
considerations and design, inter- 
ference and mounting constraints, 
security and scrambling devices, 
and CATV satellites. 

Published by Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, 
PA 17214. 

Television: Theory and 
Servicing, by Charles G. 
Buscombe; Reston Publishing 
Company; 838 pages; $34.95 
hardbound. 

In this textbook, theory and 
practice are treated with equal im- 
portance, and every effort has 
been made to keep it current with 
the latest trends in receiver design 
and troubleshooting techniques. 
Up-to-date circuits are described 
and analyzed along with the trou- 
bleshooting procedures for each. 
The author treats all subjects in a 
logical and straightforward man- 
ner progressing gradually from 
the simple to the complex. 

At the end of each chapter, im- 
portant points are condensed and 
summarized along with numerous 
thought -provoking review ques- 
tions. Most chapters also include a 
troubleshooting questionnaire to 
stimulate analytical reading. 
Troubleshooting flow drawings 
and trouble symptoms charts are 
included with step-by-step pro- 
cedures. 

Prerequisites to the course of 
study include knowledge of elec- 

tronic fundamentals and solid- 
state devices; some review is in- 
cluded where necessary. Some of 
the chapters include a brief in- 
troduction to TV basics, receiver 
fundamentals (b&w and color), in- 
formation on all types of test 
equipment and accessories, and 
troubleshooting procedures. This 
textbook is designed to serve the 
needs of teachers and students. 
With its many practical servicing 
hints and short-cut procedures, it 
should also prove useful to the 
technician in the field. 

Published by Reston Publishing Company, 
11480 Sunset Hills Road, Reston, VA 22090. 

How to Maintain and Service 
your Small Computer, by John 
G. Stephenson and Bob Cahill; 
Howard W. Sams & Company; 
224 pages; $17.95 softcover. 

This book explains some 
straightforward maintenance 
guidelines and procedures that 
help microcomputer owners pre- 
vent service problems from hap- 
pening. Should repairs and down- 
time become imminent, easy -to - 
use flow charts lead users through 
diagnosis and troubleshooting to 
isolate the problem area. The en- 
tire computer system is covered, 
including printers, disk drives, and 
other peripherals. 

Some knowledge of electronics, 
such as how to use a VOM and 
oscilloscope, is needed for trou- 
bleshooting, but no special under- 
standing of digital theory is neces- 
sary. 

Published by Howard W. Sams & Company, 
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN. 46268. 

1984 Radio Amateur's 
Handbook; American Radio 
Relay League; 640 pages; $17.75 
clothbound, $12 paperback. 

This revised, 61st edition of the 
handbook presents everything 
from electrical laws and circuits to 
sophisticated communications 
techniques. Some of the chapters 
include amateur radio, radio 
design techniques and language, 
solid-state fundamentals, ac - 
operated power supplies, frequen- 
cy modulation and repeaters, in- 
terference, and test equipment 
and measurements. 
Published by the American Radio Relay 
League, 225 Main St., Newington, CT 06111. 
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Answers to quiz 

(from page 6) 

1. B. The high positive voltage 
on the collector will produce 
a destructive emitter -base 
current. 

2. D. The test should produce 
a straight-line display. 

3. B. Moving the plates 
farther apart decreases the 
capacity. That, in turn, in- 
creases the resonant fre- 
quency so that it matches 
the dial reading. 

4. D. 
5. A. Think of it this way - 

if the arm is at point x the 
circuit is equivalent to a 
piece of wire. 

6. B. 
7. B. Maximum power occurs 

when the load resistance 
(across terminals x and y) 
equals the internal resis- 
tance (Ri). With 19 across 
the output terminals, the 
total power dissipated is 
18W. Half is dissipated in 
the (output) load resistor. 

8. D. The total is 11112, which 
is the same as 15, e. 

9. A. The sample and hold cir- 
cuit operates on a command 
pulse. When the command 
is presented, a charged ca- 
pacitor holds a voltage that 
is proportional to the ana- 
log input signal at that in- 
stant. That capacitor volt- 
age usually controls the 
output of an operational 
amplifier. 

10. C. The rolloff of an opera- 
tional amplifier should be 
linear. 

Correction 
In the article An introduc- 

tion to digital logic gates in 
the March 1984 issue of 
ES&T, on page 49 we ran a 
symbol of a NAND gate and 
its Input/Output table. That 
table was incorrect. Please 
refer to the accompanying 
symbol and table for the cor- 
rect conditions. (Thanks to 
Terry Mueller of Florida, Bill 
Lewis of New Jersey, Larry 
Griffin of Arkansas, Roger 
Snow of Maine, and several 
other readers for calling this 
to our attention.) 

A 

Inputs 

NAND 

Output 

GATE 

Out - 
A B put 
Lo Lo Hi 

Lo Hi Hi 

Hi Lo Hi 

Hi Hi Lo 

Input/Output 
Table 

Coming in the June 
ELEOTROAIC 

Voltage regulators for circuit projects. Three -terminal 
integrated -circuit voltage regulators simplify power sup- 
ply design. This article shows how to customize standard 
regulators to get nearly the precise voltage you need. 

Components. There's frequently more to these fundamen- 
tal building blocks than meets the eye. This fresh look at 
components may provide you with some new insights. 

EARN BIG MONEY 
REPAIR GAMES & COMPUTERS 

AR 2600, 2600A ATARI 400,I 00! 800 COMPUTERS 
COLECOVISION INTELLIVISION 

EXCLUSIVE! All popular game and computer parts now available from a single source! 
EWC is the exclusive national distributor of Kurz - 
Kasch Signature Analyzers and Test Fixtures. and the largest distributor of lest instruments and sup- plies for digital servicing. 
Over 28 years of proven quality. affordable prices. fast service. and guaranteed satisfaction al EWC. your one -stop electronic parts supplier. 

COMPARE OUR LOW PRICES AND TRY US FOR YOUR EVERY -DAY 
REQUIREMENTS. 

GENERAL THORDARSON 
ELECTRIC #VMT-08 

TUBES TRIPLERS 
10 pc. minimum Replaces GE -528. ECG - 

may be assorted 
523. SK -3306. First line. 
boxed premium quality. 

75% gIST only$995 each 

Call toll -free on our 24 
hour order hotline and ask for 
your copy of our new 92 page catalog. Mae 
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Readers' Exchange 

For sale: Sencore VA48, mint condition with manual and probes, $775. 
Henry C. Martin, 4 Mulberry Drive, Huntington, L.I., NY 11743; 
516-427-5981. 

For sale: New B&K 1250 NTSC color pattern generator, make offer; new 
1210 B&K portable generator, $100; B&K 820 capacitance meter, like new, 
make offer. Jess J. Peck, 958 Lowell Blvd., Denver, CO 80204. 

Wanted: Lens for Sony KP -4000 color video projection system. Will pay 
$150 plus shipping costs. Call before shipping. Edward L. Millerd, P.O. 
Box 292, Barbers Point, HI 96862; 808-672-9748. 

Needed: Schematic or service manual for Vornado color TV, model 15. 
Mario Toscano, 20-07 Clintonville St., Whitestone, NY 11357. 

For sale: Sencore VA48 video analyzer, $735. Contact Vernon Rondeau, 
1315 Park Ave., Plainfield, NJ 07060; 201-753-6836. 

Wanted: Part #EP64X19 (73C180938-1) horizontal driver. John Kehoe, 8 
Market St., Rotterdam Junction, NY 12150. 

Wanted: Good used Heathkit CRT tester/rejuvenator with manuals. Jim 
Sternad, 7121 34th Ave. N., St. Petersburg, FL 33710. 

For sale: Lincoln L550 CRT tester/rejuvenator, $30. T.W. Benson, 204 
Riverside Ave., Tallahassee, AL 36078. 

Needed: Hewlett-Packard CRT #5083-2752(51) for model 1707B 
oscilloscope. State condition. Michael McKenna, 10109 S. Albany, 
Evergreen Park, IL 60642; 312-422-3011 after 3 p.m. 

For sale: Sencore VA48, mint condition with all manuals and probes, $850 
includes shipping. Eden L. Johnson Sr., 1801 Shaker Road, Franklin, OH 
45005; 513-932-3117. 

For sale: Lafayette CRT tester/rejuvenator model 99-5018 with adapters, 
$22; tube tester TC1, $15; Scope Tektronix 514D with book, $90. Leonard 
Duschenchuk, WA2KHK, 255 Stewart Ave., Bethpage, NY 11714. 

Needed: A source where I can buy a supply of 1/4 -inch channel knob inserts 
(springs). The half-moon flat -side type, and the flat -side type with the dim- 
ple. Ellard TV, Box 37, Holly Pond, AL 35083. 

Wanted: Heathkit TV rentote handunit for GR -900 color TV, will pay $15; 
complete remote control (receiver and transmitter) for Heathkit color TV 
GR -2001, will pay $40; yoke (part #24G102 50A09) for b&w Motorola 
chassis #TS -597, will pay $10. Jim Young, 3502 Gondar Ave., Long Beach, 
CA 90808; 213-420-9832. 

Needed: Schematic, parts list and service manual for Pioneer SX-9000 
stereo tuner. Will purchase or copy and return. Would also like to purchase 
9 -digit, metal cabinet frequency counter, Heathkit fine. Lloyd Spivey Jr., 
WLLS AM/FM, Highway 231 S., Hartford, KY 42347; 502-298-3268. 

For sale: Eico model 944 flyback and yoke tester in VGC with manuals, 
$35. Will ship UPS collect. J. McKenzie, Box 33, Wonewoc, WI 53968. 

Needed: Operating instruction manual for a Pioneer stereo tape deck 
model T-600. Will buy or copy and return. Lynwood Wright, 1719 W. Nedro 
Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19141. 

For sale: Simpson 260 VOM with roll-top case and B&K model 2815 DMM, 
$75 each. Ronald A. Jones, Box 89, Sequatchie, TN 37374; 615-942-5450. 

Needed: IF transformer, part #32-1313 for a Philco radio model #84. State 
price and shipping costs. David Prevo, 21 River St., Windsor, VT 05089. 

Needed: Osborn's Introduction to Microcomputers Volume 3 Updates. 
These are out of print and I will purchase or pay to copy and return. H. 
Juster, 1119 Granger, Ann Arbor, MI 48104; 313-668-8759. 

Wanted: A power transformer for Emerson TV chassis #120908A, Sams # 
1048-1, model #19P84, part #T-8, 117Vac PRI, 128Vac sec., Mfg. part 
#730154-1, or a source where I can order this part. Don Taylor, Radio & 
TV Service, 4707 Goodfellow Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63120. 

Wanted: Capacitor checker/analyzer in working order. Will pay reasonable 
price. Gregory Inman, 2966 Norwood Ave., Slayton, MN 56172; 
507-836-8831. 

For sale: UREI BL -40 "Modulimiter" audio processor for broadcast or 
studio use, with manual and spare semiconductor kit, $300; 
Beckman/Berkely model 7160-6 "Event Per Unit Time" (E/PUT) meter, 
circa 1956, working, with manual, make offer. Will also consider trade 
(especially AC or RF voltmeter) for either or both. Michael W. Moran CET, 
Marlin Electric Company, 304 Ellison St., Horicon, WI 53032; 
414-485-4463. 

For sale: Approximately 60 copies of Electronic Servicing, 1946-1951, 
$50; 60 copies of Radio TV Maintenance, 1946-51, $50; 110 copies of Radio 
TV Service Dealer, 1947-1958, $75; all plus freight or delivery free in NY 
metropolitan area. Roy Berthold, 27 Cottonwood Road, Port Washington, 
NY 11050; 516-883-0914. 

Needed: Tube checker for all TV tubes. Prefer B&K, Sencore or IT -3117 
Heathkit model. Please quote best price. Frank Cowart, P.O. Box 727, 
Penney Farms, FL 32079. 

For sale: B&K model 415 sweep marker generator, $100; RCA model WR - 
89A crystal -calibrated marker generator, $35 and Precision series E-400 
sweep signal generator, $35 with manuals and probes. Will ship UPS col- 
lect. Wallen TV & Radio Service, 7049 E. 52nd St., Tulsa, OK 74145. 

For sale: B&K 1077B TV analyst in good condition with manual and leads, 
$200 plus shipping costs; Eico 460 scope with probes and manual, $50 plus 
shipping charges. A & B Television Service, 1030 Fort Salonga Road, 
Northport, NY 11768; 516-757-6644. 

For sale: B&K 1077B TV analyst, $350; B&K 415 sweep and marker 
generator, $250; Sencore FE -27 Big Henry (field effect multimeter) $100 
or best offer. Will ship UPS COD. Vic's TV -CB Sales, 1024 Studewood, 
Houston, TX 77008; 713-864-6573. 

Needed: Schematic for Masterwork stereo/cassette player/recorder model 
M-400. Also need Solenoid DS -10B, DC100V, 800(1 model M-400. Need 
schematic and owner's manual for Masterwork SQ AM/FM 8 -track, serial 
no. H340-03379, model number not known. Will buy schematics or copy 
and return. M.J. Stanton, Rear 1725 Lafayette St., Scranton, PA 18504. 

Needed: TM transformer 22S25, also RCA field service guide #1. Jiranek 
TV, Farmington, IA 52626. 

For sale: Obsolete radio and TV tubes, most any types available. Send list 
and quantity needed. Also, some other old radio items for sale. Jeff Kraus, 
424 Columbiana St., Navarre, OH 44662; 216-879-5083. 

For sale: Tektronix 7613 mainframe, $2550; Tektronix 465 with probes, 
$1525; Sams' Photofacts 704 through 1472 with full suspension files, 
$1000/best offer. Large assortment of late model tubes, mostly compac- 
trons with caddys. Charles S. Bryant, 3808 Via Palomino, Palos Verdes 
Estates, CA 90274. 

For sale: Complete correspondence TV repair course. Six binders in- 
cluding exams and answers Originally $1495, make offer. Jan Poloske, 156 
Highland Ave., Pennsville, NJ 08070; 609-678-7581. 

Needed: Schematic and parts listing for Electrobrand model #6542. Homer 
McGuire, 1009 85th St. N., Birmingham, AL 35206. 

For sale: Align -Gen program (by Solas Products) converts Commodore 64 
computer into a full -function color bar generator, 10 patterns including 
convergence, rainbow, centering, pincushion, etc., $30. Mark Krause, I-12 
Forge Gate, Lansdale, PA 19477; 215-362-5028. 

For sale: Sencore VA48 video analyzer, 1 year old, in mint condition with 
manuals and probes, $1000. Ron West, 325 Allen Ave., West Chicago, IL 
60185; 312-293-5898. 

Needed: Schematic or service manual for Percise model 300 oscilloscope, 
manufactured by Percise Development Co., Oceanside, NY. Will buy or 
copy and return. Bill Cheakas, 4613 W. 43rd, Houston, TX 77092; 
713-868-6610. 

Needed: Power transformer for an early "Scott" receiver, model # "All - 
Wave -15," and a speaker for same. Also need schematic, will purchase or 
copy and return. George Wilder, Better Audio & TV, 138 W. Park, 
Elmhurst, IL 60126. 

For sale: B&K 747 tube tester, like new, $300; Hewlett-Packard 
5300A/5303B 525MHz counter with hi -stability oscillator, $1100; 
Motorola/Measurements S -1329A-1 solid-state communication FM signal 
generator, $625. Electronic Services Co., 2860 Highway K, Franksville, WI 
53126; 414-835-4000. 

For sale: Sams' Photofacts in intermittent sequence from 10 through 700. 
Total of 300 folders, $200. Send SASE for listing. Andy Burwell, 5709 
Chapman Highway, Knoxville, TN 37920. 

Needed: Schematic or manufacturing information on Project One do series 
stereo receiver, Mark 400. Will pay expenses. D. Huisman, 837 Gardenia 
Lane, Palatine, IL 60074. 
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Miniature soldering irons 
A wide selection of interchange- 

able slide -on tips for Antex minia- 
ture soldering irons is available 
from M.M. Newman. The tips 
come in more than 40 different 
shapes and sizes and are easily 
changed by sliding onto the heat- 
ing element. There are no threads 

to bind or screws to freeze. The 
tips are made from a special cop- 
per alloy for maximum strength 
and heat conductivity and are 
nickel-, iron-, or gold-plated. 
Shapes include various spades, 
chisels, needles, cones, pyramids 
and blanks. 

Circle (80) on Reply Card 

Voltage spike protector 
A voltage spike protector with 

built-in noise filtering capabili- 
ties - designed to protect high-tech 
computers, audio and video 
devices, and sensitive solid-state 
equipment - has been introduced 
by General Electric. The 
GESP-753 can save costly elec- 
tronic equipment from sharp 
spikes in electrical voltage, the 
most damaging of which often oc- 
cur during electrical storms. 

The GESP-753 plugs into the up- 
per outlet of any wall grounding 
receptacle. A stabilizing pin fits in- 
to the grounding contact of the un- 
used outlet to hold the unit in 

place. Once plugged in, a built-in 
light indicates that protection cir- 
cuits are working. The power cord 
of electronic equipment to be pro- 
tected is plugged into one of the 
three grounded outlets. 

The GE - MOV varistor, a metal - 
oxide semiconductor, is a critical 
component of the voltage surge 
suppressor and noise filter. These 
varistors (metal -oxide semicon- 
ductors) have been widely used in 
various circuit -protection devices. 

Circle (81) on Reply Card 

Oscilloscope 
A 35MHz digital storage oscillo- 

scope offering 4 -channel display 
has been introduced by Philips 
Test & Measuring Instruments. 
The PM3305 has an 8K memory, 
half used for display and half for 
pre -trigger facilities. The max- 
imum sample rate is 2MHz; for 
higher sampling rates -100 us/div 
time base settings or faster-a se- 
quential sampling system makes it 
possible to store repetitive signals 
up to the full 35MHz bandwidth. 

In "direct display" or non -stor- 
age mode, the PM3305 provides 
2 -channel input with sensitivities 
from 2mV to 10V/div and time 
base speeds from 100ns to 0.5s/div. 
Triggering is highly flexible with a 
choice of A, B, composite or line 
sources: trigger modes include 
automatic, do and ac. In storage 
operation, facilities include a 4096 
x 8 bit digital memory, pre -trigger 
up to 4096 words, a time base ex- 
tension to 5s/div and two addi- 
tional input channels. The two ex- 
tra channels are floating and can 
be adapted as 2 or 20mV inputs for 
mechanical transducers. 
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Marketplace 

ATTENTION 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS 

Highly Effective Home Study BSEE Degree Pro- 
gram for Experienced Electronic Technicians 
Our New Advanced Placement Program grants 
Credit for previous Schooling & Professional Ex- 
perience. Advance Rapidly! Our 36th Year! 

FREE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE! 

Cook's Institute of Electronics Engineering 
DESK 15 . P.O. BOX 20345. JACKSON, MS 39209 

Circle (24) on Reply Card 

SATELLITE TV VIEWERS 
Get tre most compiete weekly listings 

Send $1 for sample copy. 

' Satellite IV Wet* 
P.O. Box 308ES, Fortuna, CA 95540 

800-358-9997 (U.S.) 800-556-8787 (Calif.) 
707-725-2476 (all others) 

Circle (30) on Reply Card 

4_ March 
.of 

Di mes 
SAVES BABIES 

HELP FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS 

rELECTRON/C, 
BARGAINS 

If you're not on our mailing 
list, you're missing outstan- 
ding buys on the finest in 
electronic parts for the 
builder. In 8 years over 
250,000 hobbyists have 
discovered where to find 
useful, unique or downright 
strange electronics at give- 
away prices. Why not send 
for our CATALOG today 

IT'S FREE! 
NAME 
I Street 

City 
LState ZIP 

SEND TO: 

DIAMONDBACK 
ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 12095 Dept IO 

`SARASOTA, FL. 33578A 

Circle (25) on Reply Card 

MOVING? 
If you're planning a move in 
the near future, don't risk 
missing an issue of Elec- 
tronic Servicing & 
Technology. Please give us 
6-8 weeks notice if you're 
planning on changing your 
address. Just write in your 
new address below and mail 
this coupon, WITH YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION MAILING 
LABEL, to: 

eiEÇTß©BiC 
Subscriber Services 

P. 0. Box 12901 
Overland Park, KS 66212 

Name 
Address 
City 

State Zip 

FORDHAM DISCOUNTS DISCOUNT 
PRICES ON HITACHI SCOPES 

ill beat any advertised price 

35 MHz DUAL TRACE 
Vertical Sensitivity 5m V/div to 5V/div 
and 1m V/div to 1 V/div with 5X 
amplifier Trigger modes Auto- 
matic, Normal. TV (+), TV(-). 

REG $895 
OUR PRICE 

$59995 
WITH PROBES 

SIGNAL DELAY LINE 

V -355F 

TOLL FREE (800)645 9518 
FORD 1 master charge 

260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, N.Y. 11788 J 

V/SA 

60 MHz DUAL TRACE 
DELAYED SWEEP 

High sensitivity 1 mV/div 
(10 MHz) 5 ns/div sweep rate 

3rd channel display (trigger 
view) Variable trigger hold -off 

Full TV trig- 
gering Single 
sweep Auto- 
matic focus 
correction. 

OUR PRICE $995 Model 650F 

WITH PROBES 

100 MHz QUAD TRACE 
DELAYED SWEEP 

Large, bright 8x10 cm screen 
Quad trace operation/Chi, Ch2, 

A trigger and B trigger High 
sensitivity 500 µ V/div (5 MHz) 

Full TV 
OUR PRICE triggering. 

$129995 Model V -1050-F 

WITH PROBES 
ADD FOR SHIPPING AND INSURANCE 

in N.Y. State 800-832-1446 5250.00 54.50 
VISA IN COD Master Charge $251.00 to 500.00 8 50 
Money Order N.Y. State residents add 501.00 to 750.00 8.50 
Check appropriate sales tax. 751.00 to 1000.00 12.50 

COD's extra (required 25% deposit) over 1000.00 15.00 
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Learn About 
Professionalism 
and Profit . e e 

... while enjoying the 
time of your life! 

At the 1984 Annual NESDA/ISCET 
National Professional 
Electronics Convention 

1984 and "Arch of Progress" Trade Show 
ateway To Products Service Aids Test Equipment 
ssionaliam Management & Technical Seminars Golf 

& Tennis Outings Instructors Ccnference 
Dealer -Mfr. Meetings Officer Elections 
Sponsored Meals Dealer Panels Parties 

Special Children's Rates Low Hotel Rates Tax Deductible Vacation 

August 6-12 SM =St. Louis MO Hotel 
Early Registration Discounts. Also discounts for 
additional persons from same family or business. 

Send for more details - Now! 

Send for more information and an application to. 
NPEC. 2708 W. Berry St.. Ft. Worth. TX 76109: Ph (817) 921-9061 

Name 

Address 

City State - Zip 

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 50 
cents per word, each Insertion, and must be accom- 
panied by payment to insure publication. 

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word. 

Minimum classified charge $10.00. 

For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding 
(blind ads), there is an additional charge of $3.00 per 
Insertion to cover department number, processing of 
replies, and mailing costs. 

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any 
products regularly produced by manufacturers unless 
used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or 
distributor. 

FOR SALE 

CABLE CONVERTERS, decoders, $1.00 Refundable 
APS, P08 263ES Newport, R.l.02840. 1.84-tfn 

SUBSCRIPTION TV MANUAL, covers all three major 
scrambling systems, only $12.95. Includes theory, cir- 
cuits,. waveforms and trouble shooting hints. Save 
your VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES on EPROM with our 
EPROM duplicator. Plans $9.95. Catalogue $2.00, 
refundable. RANDOM ACCESS, Box 41770A, Phoenix, 
AZ 85080. 8-83-tf n 

PRINTED CIRCUIT boards from your sketch or art- 
work. Affordable prices. Also fun kit projects. Free 
details. DANOCINTHS INC. Dept. ES, Box 261, 
Westland, MI 48185. 5-81-tf n 

Business 
Opportunity 

NE 

It's plenty tough being 
an electronics sales and 
service dealer these days. 

That's why we're working so hard 
to make it easier for you to operate 
a cost-effective business. 

NESDA offers business contacts, 
technical and management certifi- 
cation, substantial savings on bank - 
card and insurance rates - and 
that's just the beginning! 

SDA members are kept informed about industry develop- 
ments and are offered the most comprehensive managerial and 
technical training programs available. Besides, NESDA is your 
representative at the national level - including your voice to 
manufacturers and the agencies of the federal government. 

Opportunity knocks . 
National Electronics 5a1esó 

Answer it! NESDA 
Service Dealers Association 

For more information and an application, write to: 
NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St., Ft. Worth, TX 76109; Ph (817) 921-9061 

Name 

Bus. Name 

Address 

State Zip Phone 

Member of State E Local E Assn 

FOR SALE (CONT.) 
CB RADIO BOOKS, kits, modifications. Catalog $1.00 
refundable. APS, POB 263, Newport, RI 02840. 6-83-12t 

AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement parts: 
Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Motorola, Panasonic and 
many others. Large inventory. Laran Electronics, Inc., 
3768 Boston Road, Bronx, NY 10469. (212) 881-9600, 
out of New York State (800)223-8314. 5.79-tf 

INDIVIDUAL PHOTOFACT FOLDERS (not sets). Under 
#200 $5.00-#201 to #1200 $3.00 first-class postpaid. 
Loeb, 414 Chestnut Lane, East Meadow, NY 11554. 

3-84-3t 

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS: CLOSEOUTS, LIQUIDA- 
TIONS! Parts, equipment stereo, industrial educa- 
tional. Amazing values! Fascinating items unavailable 
in stores or catalogs anywhere. Unusual FREE catalog 
ETCO-011, Box 762, Plattsburgh, NY 12901. 6-78-tfn 

SCRAMBLED TELEVISION, encoding/decoding. New 
book. Theorylcircuits, $9.95 plus $1 shipping. Work- 
shop, Box 393ES, Dept. E, Bethpage, NY 11714.7.80 -tin 

WHOLESALE -transistors, flybacks, yokes, batteries, 
WellerfXcellte, VCR, computer parts. Apple Compati- 
ble computers, printers, drives, monitors, custom 
electronics software. More. Send for catalog. United 
Service Association, Old Grand Union Shop. Ctr. Rt. 
9W, Stony Point, N.Y. 10980 (914) 942-2173. 1-84-tf n 

TUBES -Receiving, Industrial and Semi -conductors, 
factory boxed. Free price list. Low; low prices. 
TRANSLETERONIC INC., 1365 -39th Street, Brooklyn, 
NY 11218E, 800-221-5802, 212-633-2800. 5.82 -tin 

TV TROUBLE ANALYSIS TIPS. Over 300 symptoms/ 
remedies by circuit area; tough ones over the years. 
Save time and money. Send $12.50 to CHAN TV, 8151 
Grandview Rd., Chanhassen, MN 55317, 5-82-tfn 

VCR end TV TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS: Hundreds of 
symptoms and cures. Mostly solid-state and late 
models. A real moneymaking timesaver. Send $11.95 
to J -A Electronics, 1708 Chestnut St., Muskogee, OK 
74403. 5-84-3t 

FOR SALE (CONT.) 
SIN EWAVE TV DESCRAMBLER, video and sound in 
TV or VCR. Complete kit and instruction manual ready 
to go $114.95 plus $6.10 S/H. Quantity discounts 
available, dealers welcome. Free flyer information. 
CABLE SEARCHER, PO Box 182, Carle Place Station, 
NY 11514. 4-84-3t 

MAKE TELEPHONE answering machine servicing 
simple & professional. Without tying up your phone 
lines, our ring simulator will activate any machine on 
the market. You can hear the outgoing message, give 
your message, and also have the availability to check 
machines that have remote capability. Send your 
check for $85.00 made payable to PSI, INC. to cover 
cost of machine shipping and handling or call: (201) 
845-6689. PSI, Inc. Is located at: 34, Route 17 North, 
Paramus, New Jersey, 07652. 4-84-tfn 

CB RADIO TECHNICIANS/ We specialize in CB 
repair/modification books, plans, kits. Also digital fre- 
quency expanders, RF amps, outboard oscillators, FM 
conversions, speech processors, IF Interference 
filters, other technical information not available 
elsewhere. Catalog $2. CBCI, Box 31500E, Phoenix, AZ 
85048. (602) 996-8700. 3 -84 -tin 

FULL LINE of TV converters. Wireless and manual 
computable to Jerrold and Oak Systems. This month 
special Jerrold DRX400 only $82; RG59U 1000 ft rolls 
only $39; F59U fittings only 59/100 pcs. RED COAT 
ELECTRONICS, New Address and Phone: 
10420 -68th Drive, Forest Hills, N.Y. 11374, Tele. (212) 
4595088. 4.8411In 

SONY -PANASONIC -RCA -ZENITH EXACT RE- 
PLACEMENT PARTS -SONY PARTS AND TRINI- 
TRON SPECIALISTS. LARGE INVENTORIES, CALL 
516-678-1700 OR WRITE WITH PART NEEDED. 
GREEN -TELE -RADIO, 172 SUNRISE HIGHWAY, 
ROCKVILLE CENTER, NY 11570. 3-74-tfn 

TV-Parts. SAMS Photof acts complete set. Modules for 
Zenith, RCA, Sony. Transistors, fly's, yoke's, tubes. All 
good numbers. Complete shop. 516-536-5019. 5-84-1t 
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FOR SALE (CONT.) 

ALIGN GEN PROGRAM converts Commodore- 
64/Executive-64 computer into full function video 
analyzer, set up TVs/monitors, standard patterns 
(crosshatch, rainbow, purity....) plus two animated 
alignment tests, menu driven. Excellent for shop, 
studio, field, home or technical schools, specify 
tape/disk, $45.00. SOLAS PRODUCTS, BOX 665, 
SPRINGHOUSE, PA 19477, (215) 362-5028, Dealers in- 
vited. 5-84-2t 

FOR SALE: Complete shop equipment including (1000) 
Sams up to date, complete resistor, transistor and 

capacitor stock, Sencore equipment, Zenith and G.E. i ára, over $14,000 wholesale, sell all for $6000. Call or 
write Hall's TV, 330 E. Main Street, Havelock, NC 
25.532, 919-447-3801. 5-84-1t 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

TEXAS SUNBELT-Thriving TV & Video Sales & Ser- 
vice, RCA, Zenith, Litton, in booming east Texas area. 
Total package includes modern custom building, 3000 
sq. ft.; display, sales and warehouse with complete in- 
ventory; tools, fixtures. On 1/2 acre, 300 ft. frontage on 
major highway. Large trade area. Contact Glen Dren- 
nan, Agent, 214-675-8856. 4-84-3t 

LEARN TO REPAIR HOME VIDEO GAMES IN YOUR 
OWN SHOP! Did you know that more than 9 million 
NOME VIDEO games have been sold? Now you can 
I8arn to repair! Atari, Coleco, Intellivision, or Atari 
400/800 computers in your own shop. Our courses are 
taught on VIDEO TAPE (Beta or VHS) and come with a 
Manual containing all the necessary technical infor- 
mation you will need to do repairs. For more informa- 
tion or to order, call: Electronic Institute (800) 221.0834 
(outside N.Y.) or (212) 377-0369 (in N.Y.) Customized 
live in shop training courses are also available, call for 
more information and price schedules. 7 -83 -tin 

WANTED 

INVENTIONS, ideas, new products wanted for presen- 
tation to industry and exhibition at national tech- 
nology exposition. Call 1-800-528-6050. Arizona, 
4800-352-0458. X831. 2-84-5t 

WANTED: Used CTR rebuilding machine, Raymond 
Mallhot, 107 W. 5th Ave., La Sarre, Quebec, Canada 
J8z-1 K5. 4-84-3t 

IVES WANTED: Early pear -shape 12A, 27, 45, 50, 80 
or 81. New or used. 6E5, 6U5, 6AD6, 6AF6, new only. 
Also want Rider radio manuals, antique radio tubes 
and parts. Send for our 16 -page catalog of tubes and 
parts. Antique Electronic Supply, 1725 W. University, 
Tempe, AZ 85281; (602) 894-9503. 5-84-1 t 

NEEDED: Power XFORMER for Sony STR-6050 
IieCºaver P/N 1-441-448-00. Randy Bray, 2760 Fisher 
Rd., Salem OR 97305, 503-585-7353. 5-84-1t 

SERVICES 

SPEAKER RECONING: Most makes, sizes, models. 
For prompt service send to Mercury Speaker Recon- 
ing, 2018 W. Division St., Chicago, Illinois, 60622; (312) 
278-2211. 9-83-tfn 

PHONE -MATE REPAIRS FOR THE TRADE: Cordless 
phones & answering machines. Cost $22 plus parts 
plus shipping. We accept warranty repairs. Atari 2600 
console repairs $25 complete. We ship C.O.D., (212) 
849-8363 HOME OF ELECTRONIX, 94-27 Jamaica Ave., 
Woodhaven, N.Y. 11421. 5-84-1t 

..e rode 
wit's guide ^ prying 

Everyone benefits... 
pricing by "The Book" 

1-800-228-4338 
MON. THRU FRI. 8-5 / C.S.T. 

GIGOTROflIG 
Advertising Sales Offices 

NATIONAL SALES MANAGER 
Greg Garrison 
P.O. Box 12901 
Overland Park, KS 66212 
Phone: (913) 888-4664 

LONDON, ENGLAND 
John Ashcroft & Co., 
John Ashcroft 
12 Bear Street, Leicester Square 
London WC2H 7AS, England 
Phone: 930-0525 Telex: 895-2387 
AMSTERDAM, Holland 
John Ashcroft & Co. 
John J. Lucassen 
Akerdijk 150A 
1171 PV-Badhoevedorp, Holland 
Phone: 0-2968-6226 Telex: 18406 HARKE NL 
TOKYO, JAPAN 
Haruki Hireyama, 
EMS, Inc. 
Sagami Bldg., 4-2-21, Shinjuku, 
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan 
Cable: EMSINCPERIOD 
Phone: (03) 350-5666 
Telex: 2322520 EMSINCJ 
NORWOOD, AUSTRALIA 
Hast well, Williamson, Rouse PTY. LTD. 
P.O. Box 419 
Norwood, S.A. 5067 
Phone: 332-3322 
Telex AA 87113 

Support 

dpMarch of Dime 
BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION 

FCC LOWERS REQUIREMENTS 
GET YOUR RADIO 

TELEPHONE LICENSE 
FCC changes make obtaining High -Level 
Radio Telephone License much easier now. 
Eliminate unnecessary study, with our short 
cuts and easy to follow study material. Ob- 
taining the General Radio Telephone License 
can be a snap! Sample exams, also section 
covering Radar Endorsement. A small invest- 
ment for a high -paying career in electronics. 
$19.95 ppd. Spl-Ro Distributors, P.O. Box 
1538, Hendersonville, N.C. 28793. 

Reader 
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MAY THE 'SOURCE' 
BE WITH roue 

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRONICS, INC. 
ERVICEMANS CATALO 

The Source can be with you, ifyou call us 
TOLL FREE. The 'Source', CEI's new cata- 
log, is offering you top quality parts at low 
prices. We've slashed 80% of our prices 
in this catalog. We at Consolidated Elec- 
tronics are even offering a two year 
warranty on every part. Not only that, 
we're offering FREE SHIPPING AND 
HANDLING. Just call us toll free for 
details. 

1-800-543-3568 
NATIONAL WATS 

When you order from us you'll never want 
anyone else except us. We'll have your 
order packaged and shipped out the very 
next day! We've been commended and are 
proud of our fast service. With Consoli- 
dated Electronics there are no long delays, 
waiting and waiting for your orders to 
arrive. When you order from us you'll find 
that CEI IS YOUR COMPLETE ELEC- 
TRONICS PARTS SOURCE! 

CALL TOLL FREE TODAY! 
IN DAYTON, OHIO, CALL (513) 252-5662 

1-800_762_3412 
OHIO WATS 

CEI 
Consolidated I V\J EÌeCirOf 1K5, Incorporated pOrC1fi0d 
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The people who gave you the 
ideo Service Standard of the 70's. 

Now Introduce the all new standard 
--- for the 80's-MODEL VA62. 
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Cut your video service time in half 
The Sencore VA48 TV Analyzer, 

introduced in 1976, quickly became 
the industry standard for video ser- 
vice. It is now used by more than 
22,000 technicians nationwide who 
have averaged an overall 54% 
reduction in service time, according 
to a recent survey of VA48 owners. 

But Times Change: Today's video 
circuits include projection TV, 4 -head 
VCRs, SAW filters, comb filters, inte- 
grated flybacks, cable -ready tuners, 

Please send complete VA62 details: 

Name 
Address 
City 
State Zip 
Phone 

(Mail to Sencore, 3200 Sencore Drive, 
Sioux Falls, SD 57107) 

and many more circuits you just 
can't service effectively with the 
VA48. That's why we now have the 
VA62-the only video analyzer that 
equips you for all of these new video 
circuits-and then some. 

In a Nutshell: Here's what makes 
the VA62 unique: 

It's a TV analyzer-Fully updated 
for the latest circuits. 
It's a VCR analyzer-Makes VCR 
analyzing a snap (using two inex- 
pensive accessories) ... and it 
meets all manufacturers' 
requirements. 
It's cable-ready-Test all the latest 
digital tuners. 
It has unique patterns-Special 
test patterns, plus standard pat- 

terns simplify troubleshooting. 
It's obsolete proof-It can be 
updated as needed for new circuits 
or formats ... quickly and 
inexpensively. 
Guaranteed Results: The VA62 

can cut your service time in half on 
all video circuits-new and old. We 
guarantee it or we'll refund your 
money at the end of 30 days. 

Update Today: If you're ready to 
update your bench to service the new 
circuits of the 80's, write or call toll - 
free today for a complete color 
brochure. 

TOLL -FREE 1-800-843-3338 
In Canada Toll -Free 1.800-665-4871 
South Dakota, Alaska, and Hawaii call 
collect at 605-339-0100. 

For Information Circle (2) on Reply Card 
For Demonstration Circle (3) on Reply Card SNCOF- 
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